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ABSTRACT

Industrial bonds are a form of fixed payment investments
which possess many uncertainties.

(Me of these investment uncer

tainties is the money-rate uncertainty which is caused by fluc
tuations of the supply of and demand for loanable funds, future
expectations of investors, and government action in the bond market.
Another investor concern is that of purchasing power.

This uncer

tainty has great significance because of the changing relationship
between money income and real income.

Financial uncertainty is

of primary interest to the bondholder, especially a bondholder of
low investment grade bonds.

Financial uncertainty includes the

effects of the business cycle on corporate earnings.

Financial

uncertainty is also related to the problems of competition, govern
ment influence and control, financial strength, operating efficiency
and the ability of management.
The empirical analysis- used in this study was simple and
multiple correlation.

Correlation analysis was employed to determine

the amount of relationship between the dependent variable and the
independent variables.

The dependent variable, yield, to maturity,

which is assumed to be a valid measurement of investor uncertainty,
proved to have a definite relationship to the independent variables,
principally the debt-equity ratio, the fixed charges ratio, the
operating ratio, and corporate size.

viii

INTRODUCTION

The basic problem of this thesis is to determine several
theoretically sound and empirically tested measurements of bond values
that will aid the investor in selecting low-grade industrial bonds for
his investment portfolio.

Methodology

The bond investor is faced with many uncertainties in his
search for suitable investment outlets»

He is confronted with money-

/ rate uncertainty because of the possibility of future changes in money
market conditions.

The investor must cope with purchasing power uncer

tainty because of the possibility of future changes in money market
conditionso

The investor must cope with purchasing power uncertainty

because buying power is not constant and is affected by inflation and
deflation.

The investor is also faced with financial uncertainty because

of changes in the ability of corporate issuers to meet their commitments.
Bond investment may be a negative art--the bondholder must
attempt to protect himself*

He can always lose his entire investment,

but he can never share in corporate growth as can the common stockholder.
The empirical data have been developed from industrial com
panies with low-grade bonds covering the years 1935 through 1949 and
1952 through 1963,

These data are used in simple and multiple correlation

analysis which demonstrate the amount of relationship between the depen
dent variable and the independent variable or variables.
1

The correlation

analysis contains the following independent variables:

(1) fixed charges

ratio, which relates annual income with annual interest charges;
firm size, measured by total assets;

(2)

(3) operating ratio, which is a

measure of efficiency and measures the relationship of total operating
costs to total sales;

(4) debt-equity ratio, which measures the amount

of long-term debt relative to stockholders * equity; and (5) the number
of years to maturity for the bond i ssue♦

These independent variables

basically should reflect the degree of financial uncertainty,

The

dependent variable, which is dependent upon the above independent
variables,

is the yield to maturity of the outstanding bond issue under

a nalysis.

The yield to maturity is the coupon rate of the bond plus

the capital gain or loss which will be realized by the investor at
maturity of the bond.

This dependent variable is assumed to be a real

istic measure of the value of the industrial bonds under study.

Summary of Conclusions

First,

the independent variables,

fixed charges ratio and debt-

equity ratio, have consistent correlation with the dependent variable,
yield to m a t u r i t y .
Second,

the independent variables,

operating ratio and corpor

ate size, have some correlation in the majority of observations with
the dependent variable, yield to maturity.
Third, when comparing large companies to small companies in this
analysis, small companies are discounted heavily by bond investors due
to size and the added investment uncertainties which accompany small firms.

A Guide to the Paper

Chapter I, The Investment Decision, presents objective and
subjective probability as faced by the investor as he selects his
investments,

This chapter also examines the basic element of the

Interest rate-— the payment for the use of money.
Chapter II, Investor Uncertainty, examines the uncertainties
which are pertinent to bond investment.

Money-rate uncertainty is

affected by supply and demand and government interaction in the market.
Purchasing power uncertainty is influenced by inflation and deflation.
Financial uncertainty is caused by the possibility of change in the
financial ability of corporate issuers to pay bond holders.

This

discussion lays the theoretical foundation which is necessary for a
clear understanding of uncertainty and interest rate theory.
Chapter III, Presentation of the Samples, the Variables, and
the Methodology, presents and defines the samples and the statistical
tools used in this bond analysis.
Chapter IV, Conclusions and Recommendations, analyzes the
empirical results of simple and multiple correlation.

The chapter

also, contains the conclusions of the study and several recommendations
for further research

and for better correlation results.

CHAPTER I
THE INVESTMENT DECISION

Reaching a decision to invest,
the real world,

in the face of uncertainty in

is a complicated and difficult process imbued with

subjective elements.

In cases other than short-term securities,

the

investor must make estimates and plans far ahead, and must try to
select among a wide variety of quantitative,
temporal alternativeso

qualitative, and inter

The process of making selections is then made

more difficult, because in most cases he cannot know with certainty
what his receipts of income and principal from contemplated investments
will be in money terms,

let alone in real terms.

No matter how detailed and firmly established the objective
facts available to the investor,
the past.

they are facts only with respect to

The future is always uncertain;

the investor can only form

his estimates as to what the "facts" will actually turn out to be.

In

order for the investor to make intelligent investment decisions, he
must make some type of an assessment of the probability of success
and an assessment of failure.

The first part of this chapter will deal

with objective and subjective probability as they are related to the
investor.

The remainder of the chapter will discuss the payment for

the use of m o n e y , which is the basic interest r a t e .

4

Objective and Subjective Probability

In speaking of various market yields,

the terms risk and

uncertainty are commonly used interchangeably, but in this analysis
a distinction can be clearly d r a w n .
tive probability;

Risk goes hand in hand with objec

that is, if each action leads to one of a set of

possible and specific outcomes, each outcome occurring with a known
probability,
instance,

the risk is present and can be numerically defined*^

For

if a jar with 400 white marbles and 600 black marbles is set

before a blindfolded man, his probability of selecting a black marble
is .6,

If black marbles represent success and white marbles represent

failure, his risk of failure would be *4*

To go one step further,

if

failure had a $100 loss attached to it and success had a $100 gain, then
the value of the chance to play this "game" would be ,4(-100) plus
.6(100) which equals $20.

H e n c e , risk actually is the equivalent of

objective probability and objective probability is entirely based on
quantitative data.
On the other hand, when speaking of uncertainty,

the term

"subjective probability" is generally used in the evaluation of possible
outcomes„

This probability is not as precise a measure as objective

probability in the above marble example*

Of course,

considerable

analysis may be involved in developing subjective probability distri
butions such as reviewing past data and determining the effect of various

York:

1.R* Duncan Luce and Howard Raffa, Games and Decisions (New
John Wiley & Sons,1957), p. 13*

influences on such d a t a ,

Subjective probability,

therefore,

represents

our best guesses as to the relative weights to be assigned to the
possible outcomes from a course of action.^
Professor G. L. S. Shackle has written in the area of quantifying
subjective probabilities.

His "Surprise Theory" states that there is no

objective future and that the decision-maker forms expectations-conceptions of outcomes looked upon as possible.^

The range of possible

intensities of surprise lies between zero and the intensity which would
arise from the occurrence of an event believed impossible«

Between

these two extremes there can be a variety of surprises of different
intensities.

This concept places investment probability in its proper

perspective by first recognizing the fact that expectations will differ
from future occurrences.

Some probability distribution may be constructed

from past performance which will attempt to predict the future performance.
However,

the probability distribution is subjective, and is subject

to change and to error and may deviate from the actual.

Hence, Professor

Shackle moves away from the illusion of some precise measure of probab
ility of occurrence which is often present in the formulation of
subjective probability theories.

111.:

2. William Beranek, Analysis for Financial Decisions (Homewood,
Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
1963),p. 25.
3,

(London:
(London:

Go L, S. Shackle's books are:
Cambridge University
Press,
Cambridge University
Press,

Expectations inEconomics
1952) and Decision Order and Time
1961),

Payment for the Use of Money

The principles of probability and the realization of uncertainty
make it imperative for the investor to look at the interest rate.
interest rate,
money,

The

in this context, reflects the payment for the use of

The interest rate also reflects the basic uncertainties of pur

chasing power, money-rate conditions and financial fluctuations by its
rising and falling movement over time.
The explanation of the ability of corporate borrowers to pay
interest lies in the productivity of capital which is measured by the
marginal efficiency of capital.

If a manufacturer borrows money to buy

a machine which enables him to increase the net value of his annual
output, his additional income is the source out of which he pays
interest.

He is willing to pay interest at a rate corresponding to

the rate of return he gets from the last added,

or marginal,

unit of

capital.
The interest rate of a given corporate bond is comprised of
several basic factors which can be isolated at least in theory if not
also to some extent in practice.

This interest rate includes the above

payment for the use of money which is the base cost.

In practice this

cost is best represented by the Treasury bill rate, which is the yield
to maturity of obligations with initial maturities of one month to one
year»

Since the bill is backed by the United States government, it can

be consisdered to be free from financial uncertainty.
maturity,

Due to its short

it can also be considered relatively free of purchasing power

uncertainty and money-rate uncertainty.

Therefore it can be said that

the bill rate is free from investor, uncertainty, and reflects only the
payment for the use of money.

The Treasury bill rate averaged 3.2%

in 1963.4
The money-rate uncertainty and the purchasing power uncertainty
can be measured jointly by comparing the short-term Treasury bill with
a long-term government bond.

Both money-rate uncertainty which results

from future money market changes, and purchasing power uncertainty which
results from changes in money income relative to real income occur slowly
over time.

Hence,

the difference

between the interest rate of the

Treasury bill and the interest rate of the long-term government bond
will represent these two investor uncertainties.
In practice it would be quite difficult to separate these two
uncertainties.

Purchasing power uncertainty involves the future degree

of expected change between society's money income and real income, where
real income is defined as the amount of goods and services that can be
purchased with the money income.

Some common stocks have been traditionally

viewed as providing a hedge against changes in purchasing pow e r .
Therefore,

the variation between high grade common stock yields and bond

yields will represent both the real growth expectations in earnings,
and that growth due to inflation.

Such a comparison could be used to

construct an index which would provide some measure of purchasing power
and economic growth.
scope of this paper,

The development of such an index is beyond the
therefore the measurement of purchasing power

uncertainty will continue to be viewed jointly with the money-rate uncertainty.

4.
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Federal
Reserve B ulletin, L, No. 11 (Washington, November, 1964), p. 1450. ■

9
Financial uncertainty could be directly measured by comparing
the difference between a long-term government bond and a long-term
corporate bond.

If government bonds are compared to Aaa or high-grade

corporate bonds 3 the financial uncertainty will be low.

To reflect a

I
greater amount of financial uncertainty. Baa or medium grade corporate
bonds could be used.

The various debt instruments used in this analysis

had the following average interest rates during 1963:

5

Treasury B i l l s . . . . . % .............3.2%
Long-term government bonds. .........
4.0
Corporate Aaa b o n d s .................. 4.3
Corporate Baa Bonds . . . . . . . . .
4.9

Taking the differences between the various interest rates
produces a measurement for the following investor uncertainties:

Treasury Bills (payment for the use of m o n e y ) . . . . . .
Long-term government bonds (money-rate uncertainty
and purchasing power uncertainty)
. . . . . . . . .
Corporate Aaa bonds (low financial uncertainty). . . . .
Corporate Baa bonds ( additional financial uncertainty).
Total interest rate including all uncertainties. , .

3.2%
0.8
0.3
0.6
4.9%

Summary

Investment procedures involve subjective probability in which
the investor uses facts of past performance to predict the future.
This presumption is generally based on the concept that the past will
mirror the f u ture.

To the degree that- this is true,

the forecast will

be correct, and to the degree that the future will be unlike the past,

5.

Ibid.

10
the forecast will be false.

Hence,

the investor lives in an uncertain

world and must recognize and evaluate the uncertainties with which he
is confronted9
In evaluating the interest rate on fixed securities, the investor
must first be concerned with the payment for the use of money which is
the base of the total interest rate.

This basic interest rate is the

product of the interaction of the productivity of capital on the one
hand, and the willingness of society to save on the o ther»

In addition

to the basic rate of interest for the payment for the use of m o n e y ,
there are several interest premiums which represent added uncertainty,
These uncertainties are the money--rate uncertainty,
uncertainty, and the financial uncertainty.

the purchasing power

Chapter II discusses each

of these uncertainties in order to emphasize the various problems which
confront the bond investor.

CHAPTER II

INVESTOR UNCERTAINTY

There are many uncertainties which face the bond investor.in
his search for acceptable investment outlets, and these basic uncertain
ties must be studied and evaluated carefully»
uncertainties

(money-rate uncertainty,

A discussion of the basic

purchasing power uncertainty, and

financial uncertainty) will be presented in this chapter.
The bondh o l d e r 8s chief desires are to obtain a return on his
investment in the form of regular interest payments and to receive
the invested principal when the bond reaches maturity.

Therefore, a

pressing and constant concern to the typical investor is the possibility
of serious financial reverse.
a given loss?

However, how important to an investor is

It would depend on whether it is the last dollar that

stands between himself and financial ruin.

It then would be true that

the loss of $10,000 is more than twice as unpleasant as a loss of $5,000.
This is unlike Gertrude S t e i n 8s ”A Rose is a Rose is a Rose,” because a
dollar is not a dollar without regard for the number of its fellows.^

Money-rate Uncertainty

Future events, in a precise sense, are unknown.

In investments,

especially fixed payment contracts such as b o n d s , there is, among other
uncertainties, a money-rate uncertainty which results from possible

6.
Donald E . Farrar, The Investment Decision Under Uncertainty
(Englewood C l i f f s , N. J .: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962), pp. 10-11.
11

12 .
future changes in money market conditions.

For example, the Union Pacific

Railroad in 1946 sold a large issue of a 2 1/2 percent bond due in 1991*
At the time, the bonds were superbly secure in quality, and they have
retained their high quality up to the present.

As long as interest rates

remained low, their market price remained close to $1,000,

In later years

a shortage of loanable funds developed coupled with a change in government
policies, and high grade bonds were issued in 1959 with coupons as high
as 4 3/4 percent.

Since no investor would pay par value for a 2 1/2

percent bond when he could get 4 3/4 percent on comparable new bonds, the
market price on the Union Pacific bonds fell at one time to $670.

Of

course, it can be argued that the owner of such bonds can hold them to
maturity and receive par value or $1,000, but this does not alter the
fact that his original committment subjected him either to a capital
loss or to an income below subsequently available rates.^
Variations in the supply of and demand for loanable funds
of enough strength to change the level and structure of
market interest rates are usually the joint product of a
number of underlying economic forces„ Of these, three are
primary and closely interrelated. They are changes in the
nation's saving and investment tendencies, changes in
market expectations as to the future course of economic
activity and of prices, and changes in the flow of bank
credit and money,
A nation's savings represent the restraint that its people
have exercised in using income to purchase goods and services for
current consumption.

The investment of this saving which represent

7, John Clendenin, Introduction to Investments (Hew Yorks
McSraw-Bill Book Co., I960), p, 6.
8, The Federal Reserve System (Washingtons
of the Federal Reserve System, 1961), p. 114.
:

Board of Governors

13
expenditures for tangible wealth, maintains and increases the economy1s
capacity to produce goods and services in the future.^
In recessionary periods, production is below plant capacity
and inventory accumulated in the preceding boom is allowed to run off.
If the demand for consumer durables and other postponable products declines,
a demand backlog is created.
become more favorable,

As soon as personal income conditions

demand will rise for these p r o d u c t s .

With depressed conditions,

investment projects arc delayed.

Research and product: development will continue and new technological
methods will await more favorable economic conditions for their intro
duction.

The growth which has occurred in population during the

recessionary phase is also characteristic of demand potential which will
become effective when incomes again rise.^^
The general business cycle theory which states that technol
ogical developments await more favorable economic conditions for their
introduction may need some modification.

Since World War II, research

and technological developments have been emphasized in periods of
economic expansion
to

as well as periods of economic contraction in order

stimulate sales or in order to prevent sales volume from declining.

9.

I b i d .,

pp. 114-115.

10. Elmer Clark Bratt, Business
Cycles and Forecasting
(5th ed.; Homewood, 111.:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1961), pp. 86-87.
11.

I b i d ., pp. 87-88.

14
This is possible,

especially among larger firms, because there is a large

variation between profits and cash flows *

Therefore,

for periods of one

to three y e a r s , large firms can afford to spend heavily in times of
economic recession.
Interest rates are driven down in contraction because the
supply of investment funds come to exceed the demand for
them.
This is timed with a general reduction in investment
demand, so that the low interest rates do not induce additional
investment for the time being.
But the low cost of funds
assures that, when markets become more favorable, investment
expenditure will r i s e . ^
In the Keynesian system of interest rate determination, the
reduction of the interest rate induces investment demand.

The basic

question in this system is how low the interest rate must go.

If the

equilibrium rate of interest is the rate at which the demand for money
becomes infinitely elastic,
Keynesian liquidity trap.

then the interest rate has reached the
At this point the lowering of the interest

rate will no longer influence investment.

One modification of this

theory is necessary for it to conform to reality.

The lowering of the

interest rate need not be met with a simultaneous advance in investment
demand.

Therefore,

if a lag of six months to one year is introduced

into the system, there

is no contradiction between the above quotation

and the Keynesian system.
The previously mentioned inventory run-off will,

of course,

have to reach a point of reversal.

The very act of reducing inventory

run-off is an expansionary f a c tor»

Such action takes place when

inventory stock is at a minimum or until an increase in demand arising
from other factors makes it obvious that the inventory stock is too low.

12.

Ibid., p. 87.

15
Hence, as the magnitude of inventory run-off decreases, new orders
will increase which is expansionary.
In recession periods the plant facilities of a country
turn out a volume of goods and services below their capacity.
In these circumstances an increase in investment demand
relative to the supply of saving is likely to lead to the
financing of a larger volume of real investment, and thus
to increase output and rising real income from the expanded
investment demand will be accompanied by an increase in
saving. Hence any tendency for interest rates to rise may
be checked, and saving and investment may be brought into
balance at little net advance in either interest rates or
in the level of prices for goods and services.^
Expansions which start at levels of excess production capacity
will generally rise to the point where full capacity is reached in at
least several industries.

This will create bottlenecks in the economy's

production network which in turn make sustained expansion difficult if
not impossible and the economic advance will level off.

At this stage

investment demand is in excess of available savings, and this will
produce upward pressure on prices and interest rates.

Under these

conditions, increased output and real income will b e small and additional
savings will be either limited or not forthcoming.^
This theory of savings and investment must be tempered somewhat.
Investment may be a one shot affair or a continuous program involving
several additions to the economy.

When full capacity is reached, the

effects of additional investment are delayed--it takes time to build
more plants.

Hence the rate of investment may fall and supply only

replacement demand.

Savings is at some rate and will continue at some

13.

Federal Reserve System, op. cit., p. 115.

14.

Ibid., p. 116.
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rate and will continue at some given rate for the prevailing level
of income*

Therefore,

if the economy maintains a particular level

of actual savings and investment long enough, actual savings will again
equal actual investment or even exceed investment«

At that point, the

interest rate will decline in order to equate investment with saving.
On the other hand, bottlenecks in the economy may cause upward
pressures on interest rates and prices which may result in expectations
of inflation.

In such periods, borrowers may be stimulated to obtain

immediate financing in order to purchase more capital needs before prices
increase.

Investors may seek to protect themselves against expected

inflation by purchasing equities.

This dual reaction will reduce the

supply of loanable funds and drive the interest rates still higher.
Shifts in expectations of businesses and consumers regarding
future prices, production and income will affect saving,
and therefore interest rates.

investment,

In the early stages of economic recovery

"interest rates"-particularly short-term rates--actually rise faster than
basic supply-demand developments w a r r a n t .

This rise is influenced by

prospects of rapid expansion in economic activity, high and rising d e 
mands for credit, and a possible shift in Federal Reserve operations
from being appreciably stimulative to being less stimulative or even
restraining.

Conversely, market expectations that the near term economic
outlook is unfavorable may cause a sharp decline in short-term ra t e s .
At such times prospects will indicate that there will be a reduction

15.

I b i d ., p,

116.

(

17

in borrowing demands and an increase in the supply of funds as a result
of more active bank credit stimulus of monetary policy.

Short-term inte

interest rate movements may slow down or even be reversed,

it it becomes

evident that the m a r k e t ’s expectations are not to be realized,
Longer-run effects of expectations may include dislocations
the saving-investment process.

*

For example, upward pressures on interest

rates and prices become and remain intensified during periods of full
employment which results in expectations of inflation.

In such periods

potential borrowers are stimulated to obtain immediate financing in order
to beat the expected higher costs of business plants and equipment in
the future.

Investors also attempt to protect themselves against

expected inflation by purchasing equities and real estate rather than
1 "7

fixed income securities,
The money supply,

z
savings and investment, and expectations

are interdependent elements which influence the supply and demand of
loanable funds.

When economic activity declines,

saving tends to

increase faster than investment demand and interest rates tend to fall.
At such times,

the Federal Reserve System strives to increase credit

which adds impetus to the declining interest rates.
environment,

In this financial

expectations and economic conditions are favorable to a

revival in economic activity.

16.

Ibid.

17.

I b i d ., p. 117.

18.

I b i d ., p. 118.
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When the economy is at the peak of the business cycle, the demand
for goods and services tends to exceed production capacity»

This

creates a demand for investment for expansion which exceeds forth
coming saving»
rise.

These conditions cause prices and interest rates to

Under these conditions, the Federal Reserve System will follow a

policy of credit restraint which will help contain inflationary
pressures.

Unlimited expansion of credit under these conditions, in

order to satisfy investment demands, would enlarge the dollar amount
of savings and spending without reducing the shortage of real resources.
This would lead to rising prices and expectations of further rises
which would cause rapid or hyper-inflation,19
Besides the workings of supply and demand in the market, there
is also the aforementioned federal government policy, the effects of
which can range from very slight to very great.

For example, it is this

governmental influence which contributed to the downward price movement
of Union Pacific Railroad bonds from $1,000 in 1946 to $670 after 1959,
Governmental activity in the bond markets commencing with World War II
and ending with the Federal Reserve-Treasury Accord of 1951 represents
an excellent example of how governmental policy can influence the interest
rates of fixed securities.
After the United States entered into World War It, the Treasury
was obliged to sell a vast amount of bonds.

Many of these bonds were

sold to the Federal Reserve System at par which stabilized bond prices
at low rates of interest, making financing less costly.

19.

Ibid., pp. 118-119.

19
After the war, people had considerable liquid wealth and there
was a pent-up demand for consumer items which had not been available
during war-time.

In response to consumer demand, businessmen wanted to
na

expand production capacity.
By 1950, the Treasury was worried because it appeared that bond
prices would be driven below par in a falling bond market, and government
borrowing would be more expensive.

Also at this time, despite monetary

restraints of the Federal Reserve System,

inflationary pressures in

the private sector of the economy continued and extension of bank credit,
especially to business, proceeded at an unusually rapid rate.
Finally,

in March,

1951,

21

the Treasury and the Federal Reserve

announced an Accord which recognized that the Federal R e s e r v e ’s duty
is that of stabilizing business activity--not stabilizing the governmentbond market.

This Treasury-Federal Reserve Accord allowed the money

markets to adjust to the forces of supply and demand, restored the
Federal Reserve's traditional functions and aided in keeping inflation
within bounds
This governmental control of interest rates lasted for a decade,
and may prove to be an isolated incident.

However, it cannot fail to

impress the bond investor with the great amount of control the government

----

Co.,

X
20,
Paul A, Samuelson, Economics
1958), p. 338.

(New York:

21,

B r a t t , o p »c i t .,.p.

22,

Samuelson, o£. c i t ., pp.338-339.

23,

Bratt,

o p .c i t ., p.

312,

312.

McGraw-Hill Book
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can. exert in the market place for sustained periods of time.

If national

emergencies face this country again, whether they be war, hyper-inflation,
or economic depression;

the government may again control the m a r k e t Ss

activity as it sees fit.

Purchasing Power Uncertainty

United States Treasury bonds have the least amount of financial
uncertainty of any bond in the market place, but such bonds are payable
in definite dollar s u m s „

Receipts of dollars for the payment of

interest requirements and principal are certain, but the buying power of
those dollars is very uncertain.

This is called the purchasing power

uncertainty of long-term fixed investments.

From 1948 through 1963,

inflation, as measured by the United States Department of Labor's
consumer price index for all times, has risen by 30.9%,
rate of 2%.

or an annual

Some of the Department of Labor's individual price indexes

reveal the following results for the time period 1948 through 1963:
housing costs increased by 35.3%, or an annual rate of 2.35%; public
transportation costs increased by 207%,

or 13.8% per annum; medical

care expenses increased by 169.1%, or 10,7% per annum; and consumer
durables increased in price by 13.1%, or an annual rate of 0 , 8 7 % . ^
According to the past, rising prices are much more prevalent
than falling prices.

The United States'

economic history during the

last sixty-three years has recorded only one period of falling prices

24.
United States Department of Commerce, Survey of Current
Business (Washington:
February, 1949; February, 1962; December, 1962;
July, 1964), p. S - 7 .
\
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which occurred from 1920 through 1933«

Prior to 1900 and dating back

to 1788, there were two other periods of declining prices:

1814 through

1843 and 1872 through 1897,25
Most of the inflation in the United States has come about due
to war and readjustment after w a r e

There was significant inflation in

1812-1815 caused by the War of 1812, inflation in 1846-1848 due to the
Mexican War,

inflation in 1861-1866 caused by the Civil War,

inflation

in 1897-1900 as a result of the Spanish-American War, and inflation in
1914-1920 due to World War I.26
More recently, during the years 1939-1948, the World War II era,
including reconversion, the average annual increase in the consumer
price index was 6,4%,

During the period 1948-1951, the era of the Korean

War inflation, the annual average increase in consumer prices was 4,57,2^
The main causes of inflation during the World War II era of
1939-1945 were:

(1) completion of recovery from the Great Depression;

(2) changes in economic expectations due to war which caused speculative
price increases;

(3) a high rate of economic growth, averaging annually

9,1% in uniform 1957 dollars;

York:

(4) a tremendous expansion of the

25.
Alvin Hansen, Business Cycles and National Income (New
Norton C o , , 1964), pp, 53-58.

26.
Seymour E, Harris, Inflation in the American Economy
(New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1945), p. 33.
27.
(Washington:

Conference on Economic Progress, Inflation— Cause and Cure
1959), p. 14.
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Federal Budget, and huge federal deficits; and (5) the expansion of
the money supply at a rate of 15.7% per annum,,^
During the reconversion period of 1945-1948,
increased by 10.2% per year.

consumer prices

This inflation was caused by pent-up

consumer demand and a premature abandonment of direct price and wage
controls
During the Korean War Conflict,
rise in consumer prices was 4.5%.

1949-1951,

the average annual

This was caused by the following:

(1) changes in business expectations due to sudden crisis;
economic growth rate of 8.2% per annum;

(2) a high

(3) a large increase in

federal outlays, averaging 12.9% annually; and (4) a mild Federal Budget
deficit which averaged $2.2 billion for 1950 and 1951
Since the passing of the Korean Conflict a so-called M new
inflation" has occurred in the United States.

For the period 1955-1958,

several causes have been advanced to explain mild but persistent price
inflation.
and demand.

First, administered prices are not very responsive to supply
During the 1955-1958 period, key industries showed a

tendency to lift their prices more rapidly when the pace of their sales
activities fell below high growth levels of the past.

In some instances

this was because higher per unit costs resulted from slack and ineffecient
operations.

In other instances,

there was a tendency to increase prices

and profit margins in an effort to avoid the effect of a lower level of

28.

I b i d ., p.

17.

29.

I b i d ., p.

19o

30.

I b i d .,p.

21.
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production and sal e s „

Second,

shortages in housing and health services

resulting from a deficient level of public programs and public outlays
caused price inflation in these areas.
of the Federal Reserve System
of doing

businesso^

Third, the tight money policies

added to the cost of living and the cost

Fourth, wages were increased during this period

of slack consumer demand.

This tendency was largely due to the pattern

of large

annual wage increases

established in the earlier, more infla

tionary,

part of the post-war period which still influenced w o r k e r s !
oo

demands and expectations 0
Presently,

inflation is an active element in the economy and

is a persistent problem with the consumer price index increasing at
the rate of 1.5% per annum from 1958 through 1 9 6 3 . ^
It is the a u t h o r 6s contention that during the period 1958
through 1963 the same problems of administered price increases to
advance profits and demands of labor for higher wages due to expectations
of higher prices are still active elements of the economy,

Another

possible element during this time period is the threat of war.

The

United S t a t e s 1 involvement in South Vietnam, Berlin and other trouble
spots increases the expectations of conventional warfare which may in
turn cause expectations of higher prices to be converted into actual price
increases.
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32.
(Washington:

I b i d . , p. 43.
Committee of Economic Development, Defense Against Inflation
1958), p. 38.

33.
United States Department of Commerce, Survey of Current
Business (Washington:
September, 1959; July, 1964), p. S - 7 .
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As long as these forces are at work in the economy,

the

bondholder may not be too incorrect to assume that the cost of
living, measured by the consumers* price index will continue to rise
at a rate of 1,5% per year.

Using this assumption, which is obviously

subject to change, a bondholder could have purchased a bond in 1963
at par or for $1,000 with a $45 coupon which would mature in fifteen
years and yield 4,5%,

At the end of fifteen years the bondholderes

purchasing power would be reduced by 22.5%.

Therefore, his principal

is only worth $785 and his interest over the fifteen years is not
worth $675, but only $599,

In actuality his yield on the 4.5% bond

is only 2.5% when the loss of purchasing power is taken into account.
On the other hand, corporations that issue debt in inflationary
periods can pay interest and principal with cheaper dollars in the
future.

Hence,

inflation viewed from this standpoint could tend to

reduce the uncertainty of the payment of interest and principal.

Financial Uncertainty

Financial uncertainty stems basically from the possibility of
change in the financial ability of corporate issuers to pay interest
periodically and maturity value of principal to bondholders.

If

issuers become less able to pay, then the possibility of loss increases
for the investor.

This loss may be in the form of a reduction in income

or the value of principal,

or both.

Basically, financial uncertainty can be separated into exogenous
and endogenous variables.

The exogenous variables which confront the

individual firm basically involve consumer demand.

Consumer demand is

25
in part affected by the necessity of the product involved and the
level of income of the consumer0

If the industry is a necessity

industry such as the dairy industry3 then the demand is not income
elastic.

On the other hand, industries involved in n o n *essential

goods are met with a consumer demand which is income elastic.
A single firm can do little to improve industry demand;
this is an exogenous force.

The firm may be able to increase its

own demand at the expense of the other firms in the industry.

This

can be done by producing a better product, offering better service,
or advertising more heavily**these are endogenous forces which are
controlled by the firm.
The endogenous forces of the firm focuses oh supply--its
production procedures.

A firm through good management and sound

financing can increase efficiency, use modern production methods,
and have good labor relations with its employees»
Some endogenous and exogenous forces overlap.

If employees

are represented by a national labor union, such as the United Steel
W o r k e r s , the individual firm will have to meet nationally; agreed upon
contracts.

In this case, the firm's actions are limited— but good

will and understanding between management and labor can still be
promoted by the firm to its advantage.

Demand ip some cases can be

directly stimulated by the firm or the industry.

Such examples generally

involve new products such as International Business Machines Corporation
and computers, or Xerox Corporation and copy machines, or the Polaroid
Company and 11instant" photographs.

On an industry b a s i s , the aluminum

industry presents a good example of continually finding new uses for

26
aluminum (everything from food wrapping and containers to buildings and
airplanes).
Major external factors affecting supply and demand which are
directly related to financial uncertainty are:

the business cycle, the

competitive situation, and government regulation or influence.
The business cycle and its effect on the stability of earnings
of the firm is of prime importance.

Generally,

the recession-depression

phase of the business cycle will decrease sales and earnings.

In

strong growth situations, this phase of the cycle may only slow down
the rate of growth in sales and earnings.
In general, the group of firms which represent the steel
industry will be greatly affected by the business cycle because they
are supplying unfinished goods which are used in the manufacturing of
durable products.

In some cases these durable products are postponable

consumer items; for instance,

in times of economic recession, the

consumer may decide to wait one more year before buying a new automobile.
Firms which represent the dairy industry are generally well insulated
against the shocks of the business cycle because it is selling necessities
that are consumed on a day to day basis.

Therefore, the steel firms

will experience instability in earnings while the dairy firms will
generally experience more stable

e a r n i n g s ,

^5

34.
J. Fred Weston, "Norms of.Debt Levels," Financial Managemen
Policies and Practices, ed, Francis J, Corrigan and Howard A. Ward (New
York:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1963), p. 114, and Harry Guthmann and Herbert
E, Dougall, Corporate Financial Policy (New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., _
1955), pp. 160-163.
35.

See Appendix A „

p. 78,
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The bondholder is primarily interested in periodic interest
payments over the life of the contract, and repayment of principal at
maturitye

These interest payments can be protected only by adequate

earnings which in turn are directly related to sales and total costs.
Assuming that costs are largely fixed,
basic determinant of earnings =

the sales volume becomes the

Hence,

cyclical industries represent

companies which are subject to variable earnings.

Such companies in

time of economic stress may not earn their interest charges, which is
of concern to the bondholder,

A more stable company may not face

erratic earnings which aids in reducing financial uncertainty con
cerning the bondholdersf interest payments and principal,

The non-

cyclical company will fair better in earnings stability than the
cyclical company through the business cycle; however,
depression or serious economic downturn,

in periods of

the non-cyclical company may

also experience erroded sales to the point of deficits.

In such cases,

even the non-cyclical company may not earn its interest charges and the
bon d h o l d e r ’s position would be weakened.
The many-sided problem of competition also is an important *
consideration for the bondholder.

This involves inter-industry

relationships such as steel versus aluminum in the production of
automobiles and automobile parts or in the construction of buildings„
Competition also involves rivalry within an industry.

For example, the

petroleum industry in recent years has been noted for its price wars at
the retail level, which have been detrimental to profits,

The prime

concern of many companies is their market share in comparison with
others in the industry.

Basically, an increased market share will
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increase sales in the long-run and should produce added earnings,

A

constant market share will protect the current position and the past
earnings will reflect the future if relative costs and prices are
constant.

With a declining market share, a company is faced with

reduced sales volume and costs must be cut to maintain earnings.
Government regulation can harass an industry in a variety of
ways.

Tax increases will reduce total earnings,

the easing of import

restrictions in the form of tariffs may aid foreign competition, or
government may apply pressure to industrial price increases in attempts
to prevent undesirable inflation.

The latter was the case on April 10

and 11, 1962, when President John Kennedy assailed the United States
Steel Corporation for increasing prices by $6 a ton.

The President

ordered the Justice Department to investigate the company for possible
anti-trust violations.

The end result was that the price increases in

steel products were rescinded on April .13, 1 9 6 2 , ^
All of these factors, the business cycle, competition, and
government regulation, are basically external to the firm.

The f i r m ’s

management has little or no direct control over these factors,

36, Richard E, Mooney, "Kefauver and Justice Department Plan to
Press Studies,5' The New York T i m e s , April 11, 1962, p, 1, E, W, Kenworthy,
"The President Assails Steel for ’Irresponsible’ Rise and ’Contempt * of
Nation," The New York T i m e s , April, 12, 1962, p, 1, Joseph A, Loftus,,
"Steel Rise Investigation by Grand Jury Ordered; Blough Defends Pricing,"
The New York T i m e s , April 13, 1962, p, 1, Richard E, Mooney, "Steel
Gives in, Rescinds Rises Under Pressure by President," The New York T i m e s ,
April 14, 1962, p, 1, Kenneth S, Smith, "Inland Is the Key," The New
York T i m e s , April 14, 1962, p, 1, "Victory on Steel Expected to Spur
Kennedy Policies," The New York T i m e s , April 15, 1962, p* 1,
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The major internal factors affecting the financial uncertainty
are management and financial strength,

A management which is able,

v i g o r o u s , and possessed of good commercial and financial connections is
of great advantage to a firm.
and confidence,
purchase,

Such managements may inspire cooperation

obtain internal efficiency, and also secure advantageous

sales, and credit terms for the firm.

Incompetent or indif

ferent managements are generally at a disadvantage, since they may be
torn with dissent,

Such managements may not be progressive or efficient,

It is difficult for the investor to appraise a corporate management
from published reports.

H owever, the financial history of the company can

yield a clue to m a n a g e m e n t ’s ability.
The financial strength of a firm can be determined in part by
examining its capital

s t r u c t u r e ,

Internal financial uncertainty is

directly related to the debt-equity ratio which relates long-term
debt to the ownership or equity capital committed to the firm.

There

is a tendency for the cost of debt to increase as the debt-equity ratio
increases,

Beyond a certain point, these increases in investor discount

rates are attributable to the human aversion to debt.
reasons for caution in debt financing.

There are strong

Debt financing may hinder

manage m e n t ?s objectives through restrictions, fixed periodic payments
into the uncertain future regardless of profit conditions, lower the

37,
There are other tests or measures of financial strength,
such as the working capital position (the current ratio) which is the
difference between current assets and current liabilities,
AJ.so involved
is the acid-test ratio which relates current liabilities to current
assets less inventories which are generally considered to be less
liquid than the other current a s s e t s .
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FIGURE 1

THE TRADITIONAL VERSION OF THE COST OF CAPITAL

capitalization rate

ke

k

debt-equity ratio

k is the rate of return on investment
k0

is the cost

of total capital

ke

is the cost

of equity capital

kjL is the cost

of debt capital

m is the marginal cost of borrowing

38. Ezra Solomon, "Leverage and the Cost of Capital," Journal
of Finance, XVIII (May, 1963), p. 277.
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credit standing of the firm and pose a threat to management1s security
through possible reorganization in bankruptcy.

Of course,

if well

handled, reorganization due to bankruptcy has the potential of r e 
creating the firm's earnings potential.

This action could increase

profits and enhance the overall value of the firm.

In any case, the

financial reputation of the firm will be maimed and it will generally
take a somewhat protracted period of time before the firm receives
widespread investor acceptance.
The optimum combination of shareholder's equity and debt
financing is attained where a debt-equity position has been reached
such that the marginal cost of debt financing is equated to the marginal
rate of return at which borrowed capital can be invested in the firm.^S
Above this optimum combination of debt to equity, additional debt will
increase the cost of borrowing as the financial uncertainty attributable
to the firm is progressively increased.

The preceding diagram. Figure 1,

depicts the increasing cost of debt as it exceeds the optimum level,
A more detailed discussion of financial uncertainty will
appear in Chapter III, where the debt-equity ratio is again discussed
along with corporate earnings measured by the fixed charges coverage ratio.

Summary

Basically there are three investment uncertainties in the field
of bond investment.

The money-rate uncertainty is determined by a

combination of the market forces of supply and demand as modified by

3 9 o So L, Margoshes, "Cost of Capital:
A Guide to Managerial
Decision Making," Financial Analysis Journal, XIX (July, 1963), p, 50,
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government control

or influence«

caused by changes in real income»

Purchasing power uncertainty is
Inflation has been an economic

problem, and it is an investment problem for the bond investor
his income and repayment of capital is fixed in money t erms«

since
Financial

uncertainty includes the effects of the business cycle on earnings,

the

effects of inter«■ and intra-industry competition upon sales and costs,
and federal regulation*

All of these uncertainties must be reduced,

as much as possible, to quantitative terms, and in practice will be
reflected in the bond's yield to maturity*

CHAPTER III

PRESENTATION OF THE SAMPLES, THE VARIABLES, AND THE METHODOLOGY

This chapter will be concerned with presenting the groundwork
for the empirical information.

The first part of the chapter will

define and describe the statistical samples that are involved in this
study.

Secondly, the dependent and independent variables will be

presented and discussed.
explained, which will

Finally, the method of research will be

consist of simple and multiple correlation.

A Description of the Samples

The
the factors

basic problem of this study is to discover and present
which determine the yields of low-grade bonds.

These

determinants are largely concerned with investor uncertainties which
should manifest themselves with a sample of low-grade bonds to a
larger degree than in any other sample of bonds, simply because the
uncertainties of these bonds are the greatest that can be encountered.
The study is divided into two samples.
covers the years 1952 through 1963.

The first sample

All of the empirical data have

been obtained from Moody0s Industrial Manual which is an annual
corporate survey.

40.
John Sherman Portor (ed., 1935-1962), and Frank J. St.Clair
(ed.,1963-1964),
Moody *s Industrial Manual (New York: Moody1s
Investors!Service, Inc., 1935-1964)=
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The years 1950 and 1951 were excluded because the data was
either inadequate or not available.

One possible method of circum

venting this problem would have been to reduce the sample from twenty
to thirteen.

Such a reduction in the sample was considered to be unwise,

and the omission of the years 1950 and 1951 was considered to be the lesser of the two statistical evils.

Again, prior to 1935, information

becomes scarce and inadequate, resulting in an exclusion of earlier
years.

It is believed, however, that the two samples cover long

enough time periods to present a representative analysis of low-grade
bonds for the last three decades.
All low-grade bonds defined as Ba through C (as graded by
Moody *s Industrial Manual) were selected initially for the sample.1^
It was found however, that Moody’s bond grading system, like many
arbitrary devices, was imperfect.

For instance, certain Ba bonds had

yields which were more representative of A bonds, and the issuing com
panies had financial characteristics of A companies.

This relationship

would last for about four to five years and then the ratings would
change to Baa or A . ^

Hence, bond grade was used only as a starting

point for the samples.
It was finally decided that yield to maturity would be the
best available measure of low-grade bonds.

By using this method,

some previously low-yielding bonds with no low-grade financial or
business characteristics were removed from the sample.

41.

See Appendix B, P« SO,

42,

See Appendix C, P° 83.

Bonds with
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no grade, but with a high yield to maturity (above 4.80%) were included
in the sample.

Also, certain Baa bonds with high yields (above 4,80%)

were included in the sample.
The present sample contains a large amount of low-grade bonds
rated as Ba through C, some bonds that are not graded by M o o d y 8s , and
some Baa bonds.

Since high-grade and low-grade bond, yields vary over time,

both in magnitude and in relation to each other, an absolute cut-off
figure or percentage guide could not be used without either excluding
high-yield bonds in good times or including low-yield bonds in bad
times,

For a graphic presentation of this relationship between bond

grades over time, see page 35, Figure 2, Bond Y i e l d s In Figure 2,
the two top lines are "Corporate Baa" and "Corporate Aaa,"
periods of economic expansion and prosperity,

During

these yields move close

together as was the case in 1955 through 1956 and 1960 through 1962.
In periods of recession,

the yields move farther apart as was the case

in 1953 through 1954 and 1957 through 1958.
depression,

Also,

in periods of

the disparity between bond grades is worsened, which was

violently demonstrated during the 1931 through 1935 period.
Generally,

the 1952 through 1963 sample contains bonds with a low

cut-off yield to maturity of 4,80% with a few e x c e p t i o n s , ^

43,
Federal Reserve Historic Chart Book (Washington:
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 1964), p. 30-31.

In the 1935

Board

44.
Exceptions:
In 1956, Foremost Dairy Corporation was
included in the sample when its yield to maturity was 4.45%.
In 1957,
this yield rose to 5.30% and remained above 4.80% through 1963; and
General Tire and Rubber Company in 1963 slipped below 5.00% for the
first time to 4.60%.
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through 1949 sample,

the same 4.80% criterion was used.

Again,

there

were several exceptions largely due to war-time interest rate controls,
which kept interest rates at low levels
Two types of contractual bonds were excluded from this survey.
The first was the convertible bond, which generally may be converted
into a set number of common stock shares at a prescribed price.

The

-

yield to maturity on such a bond is partially based on the price of, or
the future expectations of, the company's common stock.

The relation

ship between the bond price, the common stock price, and the conversion
price are represented by the yield to maturity of the convertible bond.
It would be difficult if not impossible to construct a valid bond yield
which would reflect the bond's value only in terms of a straight bond.
Secondly, all non-cumulative income bonds were excluded from
the sample.

TJhis was done because holders of non-cumulative income

bonds are very much concerned with current interest payments which
occur only if such interest is earned.

In the market,

these debt

instruments experience great price volatility when current interest
payments are in

jeopardy.

This reaction is unlike the straight bond

when interest is unpaid and/or unearned,
but by a smaller a m o u n t .

in which the yield may increase,

Hence, for continuity within the sample, these

bonds were omitted.

45.
Exceptions:
The yield to maturity for Bush Terminal
Buildings Company from 1946 through 1949, ranged from 4.45% to 4.35%;
National Vulcanized Fibre Company had a yield range of 4.20% to 4.70%
between 1946 and 1949; Hanson-Van Winkle-Munning Company's yield was
4.75% in 1947; and Atlantic Company's yield to maturity fell to 4.75%
in 1946.

i
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The last sample restriction is that of years to maturity.

Since

the maturity variable has a tendency to create an erratic yield
reaction as it moves into the shorter maturity range, corporate bonds
reaching a yield to maturity in nine years were excluded from the
sample.

In the case of low-grade bonds, it has been observed by the

author that as a bond nears a maturity range of nine years or less,
the bond is more:.likely to be evaluated in terms of the maturity date.
A poor bond may be discounted further, since the issuing company’s poor
financial characteristics become more obvious,

A sound bond, on the

other hand, will appear more likely to meet its repayment of principal,
hence the yield to maturity will decrease although the only change
that may have taken place is the passage of time.

This padsage of

time, of course, is important because it reduces the amount of uncer
tainty which can be associated with long time periods.
In an attempt to include all low-grade industrial bonds
meeting the above requirements of yield, contractual provisions, and
maturity, the 1935 through 1949 sample has a constant sample number (N)
of

twenty-two.

In order to have a constant sample of twenty-two, there

were sixty-two companies represented because very few companies had lowgrade bonds outstanding that met our requirements for inclusion over
the entire 1935 through 1949 period.

Using the same criterion, the 1952

through 1963 sample has a constant sample number (N) of twenty, and
forty-two different companies were

46,

See Appendix D, p, 85,

included.
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A Description of the Variables
The independent variables are as follows:
(2)

fixed charges;

(3) debt-equity ratio;

(1) operating ratio;

(4) corporate size;

(5) term

to maturity; and (6) the actual year, which is used for time series
analysiso
The operating ratio measures the amount of profit or loss as
a percentage of sales»

This ratio excludes revenues from other sources

besides sales; it also excludes such costs as interest charges and
federal income t axes0

This measure is used primarily to determine

the degree of operating efficiency of the fi r m 0
Other things being constant, business productivity varies
directly with efficiency*

The analysis of sales is essential in

connection with efficiency,

since any cause which might bring about a

decline in sales without a corresponding reduction in operating costs
decreases efficiency and increases financial uncertainty *^
several basic causes for a decline in sales v o l u m e e
most important, is the business c ycle«
and depression,
adversely0

There are

First, and perhaps

During periods of recession

total demand can be depressed which will affect sales

Secondly, decreased sales volume may be due to a permanent

decline in demand resulting from advanced technology or the introduction
of substitute products*

For instance,

starting in the 1940's, the

demand for coal has been declining as cleaner and more efficient forms
of energy such as natural g a s , diesel fuel, and electricity have been

47* Robert W* Mayer, "Analysis of Internal Risk in the Individ
ual Firm," Readings in Financial Analysis and Investment Management, e d *
Eugene Mo Lerner (Homewood, 1 1 1 0: Richard D* Irwin, Inc*, 1963), pp* 136-1370
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gaining widespread acceptance.

If 1945 is used as a base year, coal

production declined by 20,5% over the 1945"1963 p e r i o d . H e n c e ,

the

coal industry has become a declining industry, while total industrial
production, as measured by the Federal Reserve Board Industrial Index,
has increased 4,1 times from 1945 to 1963.^9
In order for a company to combat falling sales volume, its
management must initiate cost-reducing programs.

Generally variable

costs such as materials, labor, and sales expenses could be reduced by
an amount greater than proportional to the sales volume by an efficient
management.

Fixed costs are costs that arise from plant and equipment

and are generally considered to be stable in the short run.

The one

way to reduce fixed costs would be to sell buildings and equipment,
which may be difficult.

Generally, a company’s plant and equipment

lack the characteristics of versatility and mobility which reduces the
chance of consummating a sale.

Another method of reducing fixed costs

would be not to replace worn-out production facilities and equipment.

48. Derived and developed by the author from the original
statistics as presented by the Coal Production Index found in the
U, S. Department of Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the United States
(Washington:
1962), p. 708; and the Statistical Abstract of the United
States (Washington:
1964), p. 703; and the Federal Reserve Bulletin, o p .
cit,, XXXI, -No. l,.rp, 7.0; .XXXIII, No. Zt.,7 p. 73; XXXIV, No. 7:, p. 851;, and
XXXIV, No. 10, p. 1279.
49. Derived and developed by the author from original statistics
of the Federal Reserve Index of Industrial Production as presented in
the Federal Reserve Bulletin (Washington:
Federal Reserve Board of
Governors, 1946 through 1964).
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Declining companies may be able to diversify into areas of
expanding d emand0

If this is done,

into a productive factor once more.

idle plant space may be converted
Of course,

it may be necessary

to purchase new equipment and employ different people with different
skills in order to successfully complete such a transition.
Another answer to the problem of a declining demand is to
merge or combine corporate identities with a company in an expanding
industry.

If management does nothing to counteract falling sales,

then the company must reduce its outstanding indebtedness, or face
possible bankruptcy proceedings.
demand deterioration,

Of course,

in extreme cases of

such a company may face bankruptcy even though

there is no debt outstanding,

since other creditors must be paid.

The second variable is the earnings coverage ratio of fixed
charges.

This ratio measures the amount of earnings available for

fixed charges before preferred stock dividends,
interest payments on long-term debt.

income taxes, and

Such a ratio includes all interest

charges of all long-term debt as its fixed charges.

This is because

the default of a junior bond issue can seriously jeopardize the status
of the senior issue (the issue with the highest priority),
the senior issue is well protected.

even though

The earnings coverage ratio of

fixed cbdvges is considered to be a good measure of investment safety and
is therefore widely used in financial circles.50
A negative earnings coverage ratio of fixed charges occurs
when the earnings figure is negative prior to the payment of fixed
charges.

Financial literature is silent on the subject of a negative

coverage ratio except to make vague remarks that it is possibly
meaningless.

It is the contention of this author that at times the

negative coverage ratio for fixed charges is a dangerous sign for the
bondholders.

However, this study is dealing with low-grade bonds which

have financially poor characteristics such as negative coverage ratios*
The bondholder, faced with a corporation which has a negative coverage
ratio, is going to be concerned about the degree of deficit and the
possibilities of reversing this trend in the future„

Hence, a negative

ratio of 1*0 is more favorable and contains more hope for reversal
than a negative ratio of 15.0.

If the earnings coverage ratio does

in fact correlate with yield to maturity, the yield will increase as
the coverage ratio falls and fall as the coverage ratio rises.

50.
As a point of departure, the minimum requirements for the
number of times fixed charges should be earned for investment grade
industrial bonds is as follows;
5 or 6 times--♦’•Douglas H» Bellemore, Investments (Hew. York:
Sim.
toons-Soar dmahf.Biihlishing Corp., 1962) , p. 157.
8 to 3 times---Douglas A. Hayes, Investments; Analysis and
Management (New York;
The Macmillan Co., 1961), p. 251.
8 to 4 times-^-Sidney M. Robbins, Managing Securities (Cam*
bridge, Mass.: The Riverside Press, 1954), p. 168.
7 to 5 times--^Benjamin Graham, David L. Dodd, and Sidney
Cottle, Security Analysis ("4th "ed.;: New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Co., Inc., 1962), p.348.
6 or more
John C. Clendenin, Introduction to Investments
(3rd ed.; New York; McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., I960), p. 174.
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Therefore, the negative earnings coverage ratio of fixed charges is
also used in this analysis.
The third variable is the debt-equity ratio, which measures the
amount of debt in relation to equity.

Debt is defined as total long

term debt of one year or more in duration.

Equity is defined as

retained earnings, capital surplus, book value of preferred stock
and book value of common stoqk,

A large equity cushion relative to

long-term debt is a favorable indication in bond analysis due to the
earnings variability that occurs during the business cycle,

A high

debt-equity ratio, exceeding about 1,0 or 2,0, can generally be con
sidered to be a sign of weakness in the investment,51
The debt-equity ratio is a relative measure of investment
safety and cannot be applied in an arbitrary fashion,

A machine tool

company which is very sensitive to the variations of the business cycle
will need a larger equity cushion than a dairy company which is in part
insulated from cyclical movements in the economy,
With a zero debt position there is no debt-equity ratio and
no uncertainty concerning the safety of the equity position relative

51.
"Debt should not comprise more than 35% of the total
capital structure."
(This is a debt-equity ratio of about 0.54)
Sidney M. Robbins, op.* cit., p. 168.
"A large equity cushion is a strong plus factor, while a small
equity cushion is a distinct sign of weakness." Douglas H. Bellemore,
op. cit,, p. 159.
"The
the value of
debt." (This
L, Dodd, and

investor of sound industrial bonds should, require that
the enterprise be at least three times the amount of the
is a debt-equity ratio of 0.333.) Benjamin Graham, David
Sidney Cottle, op. cit., p. 360.
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to long-term d e b t »
financial category 0
increaseso

The introduction of debt produces uncertainty in this
As the debt-^equity ratio increases, the uncertainty

This uncertainty should be reflected in an increase in

the yield to maturity of the corporate bond.
In both samples (1935-1949 and 1952-1963) there are several
companies which have very high debt-equity ratios; equity in some
cases is negative, which produces a negative debt-equity ratio.

The

following examples are hypothetical:

Example A.

a high debt-equity ratio

long-term debt
. $1,000,000
common stock
. . . . . . . . . . . .
1,000,000
deficit retained earnings. . . . . . .
(950,000)
total equity
50,000
debt-equity ratio:

Example

B.

long-term debt..
common stock
.
deficit retained
total equity

debt/equity22! ,000,000/ 50,000=20.0

a negative debt-equity ratio

. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
earnings. . . . .
. . . . . . . . .

debt-equity ratio:

.
. $1,000,000
. .
1,000,000
. .
1,200,000
. .
$ (200,000 )

debt/equity=1,000,000/ (200,000)=(5.0)

It is now assumed for demonstrative purposes that the debtequity ratio has a 100% correlation with the yield to maturity.
this assumption,

Under

it is implied that the movement of the debt-equity

ratio is directly related to the movement in yield to maturity, and
that this relationship is absolutely perfect which is shown in Figure 3,
Negative Debt-Equity Ratio.

As the debt-equity ratio becomes negative,
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FIGURE 3
NEGATIVE DEBT-EQUITY RATIO
oo
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the ratio immediately falls from an infinitely high positive figure
to an infinitely high negative figure.

Continuing, as the debt-

equity ratio becomes financially worse, the ratio moves from an
infinitely high negative figure to a progressively lower negative
until zero is approached.

At the same time, it must be assumed that the

yield to maturity is increasing as the debt-equity ratio becomes
financially worse.

Such a relationship will not continue to correlate

mathematically even though it is in fact perfectly correlated.

There

fore, an adjustment in the original data was made in an attempt to
have the mathematics fit the facts.
Of course, a condition of default of interest payments may
also become involved with a low-grade bond.

Issuing companies that

cannot meet interest payments face the possibilities of bankruptcy and
reorganization.

During the period of suspended interest payments,

there is no current yield on the bond because no interest is being
paid.

The bondholder must look to the future, and such a future con

tains several possibilities:

(1) The company will be able to re-gain

financial strength and pay interest payments which are in arrears
together with current interest payments.

(2) The company may be re

organized and some form of settlement would be made in which bondholders
would receive only partial interest payments.

(3) The company may be

liquidated and the bondholders would receive somewhere between entire
satisfaction (that is payment of all interest due plus principal) and
only a few cents on the dollar.
We would expect that investors faced with small equity cushions
represented by debt-equity ratios of 5.0 to 6.0 would not react

unfavorably to debt-equity ratios of 10.0 to 50.0 or higher.

This

would be true because the absolute change in the amount of debt relative
to the amount of equity need be very small to create a change in the
debt-equity ratio by a large amount.

Likewise, going from a position of

a high positive debt-equity ratio as depicted in Figure 3 to a position
of a negative debt-equity ratio, involves little change in the equity
position.

Therefore, it .is assumed that the investor is relatively

indifferent about changes in the'debt-equity ratio above 6.0.

With

this in mind, all debt-equity ratios above 6.0,were designated as 6.00
and all negative debt-equity ratios were.designated as 7.00.

It is

believed that this manipulation of the data will not noticeably distort
the empirical analysis.
The fourth variable is the size of the firm.

This is important

in the analysis of financial uncertainty even though by itself it
may have little value.
total assets.

Absolute size is defined as the book value of

Small businesses are more vulnerable than larger ones to

unexpected occurrences and may be handicapped by the lack of strong
banking connections or the lack of technical resources.

Large absolute

size can mean diversification which may aid in smoothing out erratic
earning1s behavior during the course of the business cycle.

Large

absolute size may also add to the security or provide substantial lien
provisions for corporate debt.-^
More specifically, a study of corporate size and return on
equity was done by W. L. Crum for the period 1931 through 1935.
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Although

Benjamin Graham and David L, Dodd, op. cjt., pp. 328-330.

the period was short9 the study was exceedingly interesting since it
covered the trough years of the Great Depression®

The study showed

remarkable correlation between the rate of return and the size of the
corporations, as measured by total assets®
the higher was the rate of return®

The larger the corporation,

The study demonstrated that for the

most part, small companies were running deficits during this trying
economic period, while large companies (those with assets in excess of
$500 million) were recording profits®^

Although conditions of the 1931

through 1935 period may never be repeated, it might be worth considering
the possibilities of a similar, but less pronounced reaction during
future economic recessions®
In the case of small size, credit, especially long-term debt,
is difficult to obtain®

In many cases, companies with less than $500,000

assets will have to pay a premium for debt financing®

Also, the size

of the bond issue will- generally become smaller as the companies move
from large size to smhll size®

In this case, small bond issues may

have a thin market and such investments tend to be less liquid than
their larger counterpart.

Here again some additional premium may be

needed for illiquidity®
The fifth variable is the term to maturity, which displays two
reactions.

First, the longer the maturity, the higher the yield to

maturity to compensate for uncertainties which are present over the
time period.

This reaction is basically true for low-grade bonds which

53.
W. L, Crum, "Earning Power with Respect to the Size of
Corporations," Harvard Business Review® XVII, (Autumn, 1938), pp. 15-30.

are meeting interest payments and whose ability to repay the bondholder8s
principal appears favorable,, _ On the other hand, some companies have
bonds which are in jeopardy»

Interest payments may be paid but not

earned, and in some cases interest payments are neither earned nor paid*
As maturity draws closer, bondholders re-evaluate their holdings as the
poor caliber of their investment becomes increasingly more obvious„
investments may be looked upon in the following terms:

Such

(1) repayment

of principal may be delayed for an unknown period of time;

(2) if the

company is declared bankrupt and liquidated or re-organized the re
payment of principal may only be partial.

Hence, the bondholder may

elect to sell his dubious investment at a loss.

This action, if taken

by enough investors, will depress the price of the bond and increase its
yield to maturity if one in fact exists.
The last independent variable is the actual year involved in
the analysis.

This variable is used solely in order to create a time

series analysis.
The dependent variable is the yield to maturity.

Whenever

possible the Executives Bond Values Tables was used to compute this
variable,*^

When the yields were too large for the table, the yields

were then computed' by using the following formula:
The annual cash flow plus the discount or minus the premium
is divided by the years to maturity. The resulting quotient
is then divided by the average investment,
Bonds that were issued after January 1 of each year were not
included in the sample that year, but were included in the following

54, Executives Bond Values Tables (Boston:
Publishing Co,, 1947),

Financial

yearo
priceo

This was done to create, constant conditions for the average bond
The average bond price was defined as the arithmetic average

of the high and low price during the year
measuremento

0

This is in some ways a crude

A far better method would have been to use daily prices

and take an arithmetic average of these prices

0

H o wever, this procedure

was deemed to be far too time consuming for this studye

Also, many of

the bonds in this survey are not traded on either the New York Bond
Exchange nor the American Bond Exchange*

In some cases, these bonds

are traded only once a month or less, because the bond issues are
small and the market for these bonds is thin*

Methodology

The analysis of the empirical data of this study will be
accomplished basically by means of simple and multiple correlation*
This technique analyzes the degree of variance within a statistical
sample*

With simple correlation, there is only one dependent variable

(
and one independent variable*

The amount of association of the inde

pendent variable with the dependent variable is called the "explained
variation;" the remaining variation is called the "unexplained variation*
Each of the six independent variables in the study were first matched
against the single dependent variable--yield to maturity*
This simple correlation procedure yielded six correlation
figures which in turn ranked the independent variables X£ through Xy
in order of their association with the dependent variable, X % *

Hence,
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this variance analysis is essentially a method of ascertaining from
sample data whether one factor really influences another factor„
A regression equation measures the degree of change in the
dependent variable,
variable,

associated with changes in the independent

Then X-^ is matched with X 3

and so forth*

The coefficient of correlation (r) measures the extent of
association between two variables *

This measure is simply the

proportion of the original variance in the dependent variable explained
by the independent variable,
variance in X p

ioe*:

r=variance in X]_ explained by X 2

/

The coefficient of correlation can fluctuate between

zero and one, the absence of any correlation being indicated by a
value of zero, and perfect correlation being indicated by o n e 0^^
Most dependent variables in the real world,

including those

used in this bond analysis, are influenced by more than one other
independent variable.

The nature and extent of such relationships

are ascertained by means of multiple correlation analysis 0

Such

relationships are ascertained by means of multiple correlation analysis 0
Such relationships can be represented in general form by the
equation:

X^ = f(X2> X 3

a . * ,

X n ) ,56

The six independent variables in this study are introduced
into the multiple correlation equation in the order of their influence
upon the dependent variable which was obtained through the process of

55o Robert Ferber and P, J 0 Verdoorn, Research Methods in
Economics & Business (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1962), p, 8 7 0
56,

I b i d ,, p, 91,
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simple correlation.

This ordering of the variables is done because the

first variable has a greater weight in the formula than the second, and
the second has a greater weight than the third variable and so forth.
results of the simple correlation for values

The

through Xy relative to

X-^ are not additive in regard to the multiple correlation formula due to
the nature of the correlation equation.

More specifically, if the

.simple correlation results were additive in multiple correlation it
would create the possibility of having a coefficient of correlation
figure that was greater than one.

Since a correlation of one is defined

as perfect, a higher figure is not representative of the actual correla
tion relationship.
There are certain measures that can be made to determine the
validity and significance of statistical results,
used in this survey were:

(1) standard deviation;

The three measures
(2) standard error

of estimate; and (3) the P-ratio test.^?
The arithmetic mean of the independent and dependent variables was
obtained in conjunction with simple correlation.

The arithmetic mean

of the sample is the net value of all observations divided by the number
of observations.

After the mean is determined, the standard deviation

of the mean may be obtained.

The standard deviation reflects the

representativeness of the mean.

Hence, the smaller the standard

deviation, the more significant is the mean.
The standard error of estimate measures the "goodness-of~fit"
of the regression line.

57,

Its purpose is to measure how close the

See Appendix E, p, 90,
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observations are clustered around the regression line which tests the
goodness-of-fit of the line.
The standard deviation of regression is simply the square root
of the variance in

unexplained by X g ,

The lower the value of the

standard error of the estimate, the higher will be the coefficient of
correlation because more variance is explained.
The F-ratio test involves setting up the Null Hypothesis
X 2 has no effect on

and that any observed effect on X%. is actually

due to the sampling fluctuations.
portions:

that

Total variance is separated into two

the component which reflects the sampling variance and that

portion that reflects the effects of X^ upon X 2 .

The F-ratio is then

computed as follows:
F - sampling variance plus variance due to X 2
sampling variance
The validity of the Null Hypothesis is judged by determining,
from a probability distribution table, the likelihood that the excess
of the variance containing the effect of the independent variable X 2
over the estimate of just the sampling variance could have been pro
duced purely by sampling variations.

The larger this excess, the

less is this likelihood and the greater is the probability that the
independent variable does influence the dependent variable.

In effect,

therefore, if the computed value of F exceeds the value given in the
F-distribution table at the significance level adopted in the study

58.

Ibid., p. 81.

(usually o05)s the Null Hypothesis is rejected and the independent
variable is asserted to influence the dependent variable0^

The

next chapter will present the results of the simple and multiple
correlation analyses and the tests of significance of the correlation0

59e

Ibid,,, p p 0 81=82,

CHAPTER XV

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

All of the empirical data used in this study were obtained
from Moody *s Industrial Manual,

The characteristics of the two

samples (the 1935 through 1949 sample and the 1952 through 1963
sample) were discussed in detail in Chapter III,

Both simple and

multiple correlation analyses were used to determine the relationship
between the dependent variable, yield to maturity, and the various
independent variables.

The independent variables are:

(1) the fixed

charges ratio which relates earnings to interest charges, (2) the
debt-equity ratio which relates equity to long-term debt, (3) the
operating ratio which measures the firm's efficiency, (4) the size
of the firm which is an absolute measure of assets, (5) the maturity
which measures the number of years that must elapse before the investor,
receives his principal or capital investment, and (6) the year which
is used for time series analysis.
Simple correlation analysis, as discussed in Chapter III, relates
the yield to maturity with the above six independent variables.

In

correlation, if the dependent variable moves in the same direction as
the independent variable, the sign is plus; and if the dependent and
independent variables move in opposite directions, the sign is minus,
For instance, as the debt-equity ratio becomes greater, the yield to
maturity should also increase (a plus sign); and, as fixpd charges ratio
56
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becomes greater9 the yield to maturity should decrease (a minus sign).
For the entire 1935 through 1949. sample and 1952 through 1963 sample,
the simple correlation was:

1935-1949 Sample
,424

1952-1963 Sample
.490

debt-equity ratio

debt-equity ratio

- =295

fixed^charges

-,388 fixed charges

-,226

size

-.171 size

-,075

operating ratio

-.203

operating ratio

year

-.031

year

maturity

-.043

maturity

.044
-.033

In accordance with the theory concerning the measurement of
financial uncertainty presented in Chapter III, debt-equity ratio,
fixed charges, corporate size, and operating ratio appear to be good
indicators of financial uncertainty.

Fluctuations in the above

independent variables are reflected in changes in the dependent
variable, yield to maturity.
The debt-equity ratio, which related debt to equity, is an important
measure of financial uncertainty.

Generally a low debt-equity ratio

is favorable to bond investors, while a high debt-equity ratio is adverse.
Also, cyclical firms should have lower levels of debt than stable firms,
because during recessions, earnings which pay interest are less certain
for cyclical firms.
rise.

With greater uncertainty, the yield to maturity will
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The fixed charges ratio measures earnings in relation to interest
charges which is another important financial factor.

The investor can

feel more certain with a bond investment which has interest payments
well secured by earnings,

In such cases where interest payments are

poorly secured, greater financial uncertainty prevails and the investor
will demand a higher yield to maturity.
The operating ratio measures efficiency; companies with high
operating ratios or increasing ratios display efficiency which reduces
financial uncertainty.

Firms with low operating ratios or declining

ratios have increased financial uncertainty.
Size reflects to some degree the amount of diversification of
the firm.

Size also represents prestige, age, and the amount of success

that the firm has obtained in the past,

A large firm can withstand

periods of financial adversity better than small firms,

Due to size,

which usually results in. more liquidity, there can be greater changes
in the earning power of small firms than of large firms,
The maturity variable, which had little correlation in either
sample, is related traditionally to term structure.
longer the, term to maturity, the higher is the yield.

Basically, the
It must be remem

bered that the samples were constructed so that maturity would not have
much effect and financial uncertainty could be more easily observed.
Multiple correlation, which is described in Chapter III, relates
all of the independent variables to the dependent variable.

In the 1952

through 1963 sample, the simple correlation is generally higher than in
the 1935 through 1949 sample.

This relationship shows up in the results

of the multiple correlation analysis.

The 1935 through 1949 sample

(
■

I
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has a significant multiple correlation of .5424, while the 1952 through
1963 sample has a significant correlation of .6503, for an increase of
.1079.
One possible explanation of the difference in the correlation
between samples is the effects of the Great Depression which were present
in the 1935 through 1949 sample, but not present in the 1952 through
1963 sample.
adversity.

The Great Depression brought with it much financial
Many companies were forced to file for bankruptcy and were

generally reorganized under Section 77B of the United States Bankruptcy
Act.

Such poor financial history will generally cause investors to

discount current financial operations.
Although .54 to .65 correlation cannot be considered as a
failure in proving that the independent variables affect the dependent
variable (which explains the determination of financial uncertainty),
such correlation leaves considerable room for variation and doubt.

In

an attempt to improve the correlation, a method of stratification was
employed.

In this case, it was considered that companies would be

separated in accordance to their size measured by the book value of
their assets.

It was considered that size might play a decisive role

in the lack of multiple correlation.

It was also decided that such a

separation would allow a comparison of small companies with large com
panies.

Therefore, it was tentatively hypothesized that investors

would react differently when investing in large companies as compared
to small companies.

Such elements as corporate age, past success,

diversification, prestige, and vulnerability to the business cycle.

create greater uncertainty for the smaller firms.

Hence, the yield

maturity will be higher among small firms than large firms if all
other variables are constant.
Stratification of the 1935 through 1949 sample and the 1952
through 1963 sample brought the following results for multiple
correlation:

Table 1

.Multiple Correlation Analysis
1935-1949 Sample

Stratified as to size
$160,1 to 320,0 million:

.9334

80,1 to 160.0 million:

.9491

40.1 to

80.0 million:

.6059

20.1 to

40,0 million:

.5871

10.1 to

20.0 millions

.6991

5,1 to

10.0 million:

,8737

2.5 to

5=0 million:

.8737

0.1 to

2.5 million:

.9365

1952-1963 Sample

Stratified as to size
$320,1 to

640,0million:

.9509

160,1 to

320.0million:

.7960

80.1 to

160.0million:

.9332

40.1 to

80,0million:

.6014

20.1 to

40.0million:

.7361

10.1 to

20.0million:

.6847

0.1 to

.10.0million:

,4981
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It can be seen by these results that greater correlation was
attained with stratification.

It must be noted that there is a pattern

to the strata in the 1935 through 1949 sample.

The small sizes up to

$5 million have high correlation; also the large sizes of $80 million
to $320 million have high correlation.

The intermediate sizes of $5.1

million to $80 million have less correlation.
This seemingly unusual pattern was tested, and the middle group,
especially from $10 million to $80 million, represent companies which
are changing rapidly in size.

This middle group contains companies which

are not static members of any strata.

It contains strong growth

companies generally representing the automotive and building materials
industries.

In many cases, these companies changed strata every two

to four years.
decline.

This middle group also contains companies which are in

Coal companies and ice companies were notable as they declined

and changed strata every two to four years.
In the 1952 through 1963 sample, the pattern is similar.

The

strata groups, however, had to be altered somewhat in size due to
secular growth.

An additional strata grouping, $320.1 to $640.0

million, was employed and the three small size groups of the 1935
through 1949 sample were combined into one group in the 1952 through 1963
sample.

The smallest group, $10 million or less, has the least corre

lation- -the correlation in fact being less than 50%.

The next two groups

display increasing correlation, but the central group ($40 million to 80
million) declines in correlation, thus breaking up this progressive

I
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relationship.

Again, with the large groups above $80 million, high

correlation is obtained.
The low correlation of the central group, $40 million to $80
million, can be explained in the same manner as was the case with the
1935 through 1949 sample”-lack of continuity in the sample.

In the 1952

through 1963 sample, electronic firms and certain types of capital
goods manufacturers become the growth companies while coal companies
continue to be the declining element.

Therefore, this central group

contains only a few firms which are representative of any of the
individual stratum of the central group.

For a demonstration of rapid

growth and rapid decline, the following companies are presented for
examination:

Table 2
Case I
Costal States Gas Producers:
companies.

Rapid Growth
a manufacturer of pipe line for utility

year

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

size ($ million)

16,7

29,8

48.4

65.5

104.7

140.0

yield

5,90

5.80

6.25

5.75

5.50

5,20

debt-equity

0,96

1.87

3.21

2.32

2.90

' 2.65

fixed charges ratio

3,5.

4.3

3.8

3.5

4.2

4.0

operating ratio

45.6

20,0

22.7

24,9

27.3

30,0

maturity

19

18

17

16

15

14

This company progressed upward through four strata out of the
six, spending no more than two years in any one stratum.

Table 3

Case XI
Lehigh Valley Coal Company:

Rapid Decline
a coal producer.

year

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

size ($ million)

105.9

97.4

72.8

44.8

38.8

31,9

yield

7,90

7.80

7,50

7.50

",7.35

debt-equity

2.74

2.57

5.24

7.00

7.00

fixed charges ratio

(2,4)

(4.6)

(3.2)

1.0

16.3

3.0

operating ratio

(7.0) (12.6)

(6.9)

(7.7)

28.0

30.0

maturity

18

16

15

14

13

o
o

17
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Lehigh Valley Coal Company, presents a historic picture of
a company deep in financial difficulties, which is the case for most
declining companies.

Lehigh1s decline takes it through three strata

in seven years, spending no more than two years in any one stratum.
Both situations presented by Case I and Case XI lead to an unstable
condition for the central group and leads to a lesser degree of corre
lation.

This single factor of instability can have a pronounced effect

on statistical correlation.

This is especially true if it is remembered

that the best correlation results from stable relationships.

This is

basically true from a practical standpoint because prediction is made
easy if constant or near constant conditions can be maintained.

If

growth or decline is to be projected, the difficulties of predicting the
amount of change become magnified.
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Further Examination of Stratification

An examination of the stratified simple correlation for the
1935 through 1949 sample and the 1952 through 1963 sample appear on
the following pages.

This examination of simple correlation displays

the correlation results of the individual independent variables on
a corporate size basis.

Table 4
Simple Correlation 1935-1949 Sample, Stratified

$160.1 to 320.0 million:
-.845
.833
-. 686
-.666
.432
-.076

year
maturity
operating ratio
fixed charges ratio
debt-equity ratio
size

$10„1 to 20.0 million:
-.547
-.453
-.414
-.169
-.055
-.038

year
fixed charges ratio
operating ratio
size
maturity
debt-equity ratio

$80.1 to 160.0 million:

$05.1 to 10.0 million:

-.925
.451
.438
-.376
-.365
-.240

-.579
-.495
.316
-.243
-.204
,200

size
debt-equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges ratio
operating ratio
year

$40.1 to 80.0 million:
.512
-.295
-.255
-.249
.222
-.103

debt-equity ratio
fixed charges ratio
operating ratio
year
size
maturity

$20.1 to 40.0 million:
.496
-.439
-.419
-.165
.070
.065

debt-equity ratio
fixed charges ratio
operating ratio
year
maturity
size

year
fixed charges ratio
debt-equity ratio
operating ratio
size
maturity

$02.6 to 05.0 ihillion:
-.759
.560
-.512
.348
-.242
-.022

year
debt-equity ratio
fixed charges fatio
maturity
size
operating ratio

$00.1 to 02.5 million:
.810 debt-equity ratio
-.370 maturity
-.301 fixed charges ratio
-.246 year
.230 operating ratio
-.039 size

Table 5

Simple Correlation 1952-1963: Sample, Stratified

$320„1 to 640 million;

$20.1 to 40.0 million;

.745
-.743
-.732
-.624
.267
-.204

-.643
-.323
.191
176
.164
.126

maturity
year
fixed charges
operating ratio
debt-equity ratio
size

fixed charges
operating ratio
year
maturity
debt-equity ratio
size

$160,1 to 320.0 million;

$10,1 to 20,0 million:

.671
-.584
.445
-.151
-.093
.083

.551
-.439
-.414
,139
-.123
.091

debt-equity ratio
fixed charges ratio
year
size
operating ratio
maturity

debt-equity ratio
fixed charges ratio
operating ratio
year
size
maturity

$80.1 to 160.0 million:

$00.1 to 10.0 million;

-.879
-.519
-.445
.364
,288
.127

.442
-.438
-.183
-.128
-.061
.017

fixed charges ratio
operating ratio
size
maturity
year
debt-equity ratio

$40.1 to 80.0 million:
-.121
.000
.388
.136
.283
.485

fixed charges ratio
operating ratio
year
maturity
debt-equity ratio
size

debt-equity ratio
size
fixed charges ratio
maturity
year
operating ratio
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In both samples, the debt-equity ratio and the fixed charges
have the greatest effect on yield to maturity.

The yield to maturity

is affected in a lesser extent by the operating ratio and the corporate
size.
The year variable is a fairly dominant factor in the 1935
through 1949 sample, but in the 1953 through 1963 sample, the year
is much less dominant,

This observation needs to be explained, since

the year variable supposedly represents only a time series.

Arithmet

ically, the percentage change from the year 1935 to the year variable
1949 is slightly more than 0,007.

Hence, when comparing the year to

the yield to maturity, the year can be considered constant for all
practical purposes,

yet the simple correlation is quite high in many

cases and in the multiple correlation it is significant six. times out
of eight.

The simple correlation for the year when related to the

(

yield to maturity, ranges from ,845 to .245 in the 1935 through 1949
sample.

In the 1952 through 1963 sample, the year variable is never

significant in multiple correlation and has less simple correlation
than in the 1935 through 1949 sample.
It is hypothesized that the year variable was significant
during the 1935 through 1949 period because of the Great Depression and
government war-time interest rate controls.

The period 1935 through 1940

represents the recovery period from the Great Depression with lowgrade bond yields declining slowly during this period of general recovery.
From 1940 through 1949, yields continued to decline, partially due to
continued recovery and prosperity which was stimulated by World War II
and partially because of government controlled interest rates from 1941

to 1952 (see Chapter II for a discussion of market-rate uncertainty and
the Treasury-Federal Reserve Accord)„
In summation, both samples displayed high and consistent
correlation between yield to maturity and two independent variables:
(1) debt-equity ratio, and (2) fixed charges.

The year variable is

important in the 1935 through 1949 sample due to the Great Depression
and government war-time interest controls.

The operating ratio is, in

general, the third most important variable to both samples.

The size

variable and maturity variable had the least effect upon correlation.
The effect of maturity was deliberately reduced by placing restrictions
on the sample.

The effect of the size variable has been minimized in

this case because the two samples were stratified as to size.
By stratification of the two samples by size, it was strongly
suggested that size does affect the yield to maturity.

Also, within

the unstratified samples, size displays some correlation with yield to
maturity.

Therefore, it can be said that size plays an important role

in the determination of the yield to maturity.

This relationship is

more pronounced when comparing firms of different size over time
rather than the changes in the individual firm over time.
It can be stated that small companies are discounted (yields
increased) due to size.

In order to dramatize this relationship, small

companies will be observed in the 1952 through 1963 sample.

These

smaller companies ($0.1 to $20 million) have a consistently higher
yield to maturity than the larger firms.

Some of these smaller firms

with high yields appear to have good investment characteristics»
States Gas Producers

Coastal

(Table 2, page 61) is one example of a good

bond investment, although this company is only a small company for
one year-”1958o

The following companies are good examples of invest

ment grade bonds which have shown little growth«
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Table 6
Investment Grade Bonds

Glen Gera Co*

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

yield
fixed charges
debt-equity
operating ratio

5.80
10.1
47.0
22.8

5.90
9.8
32.0
21.9

5.95
9.6
38,0
21.6

5.75
13.3
36.0
27,2

5.85
14.5
33.0
27.3

6.45
12,6
31,0
21,3

Glen Gera Co.

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

yield
fixed charges
debt-equity
operating ratio

6.70
15.2
54.0
20.0

6.45
7.5
38.0
20,8

6.35
6.5
28.0
16.1

6.70
4.7
35.0
16.7

South Coast Corp.

1952

1953

1954'

1955 .

1956

1957

yield
fixed charges
debt-equity
operating ratio

7.25
5,4
74.0
4.5

7.15
6.0
67.0
4.8

7.20
3.7
62,0
2.7

7,40
4.6
58.0
5.1

7.30
9.8
48.0
6.8

6.70
9.7
42,0
.7.7

South Coast Corp.

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

yield
fixed charges
debt-equity
operating ratio

6,00
7.0
38.0
4,6

6.40
8.0
58.0
7.2

6.05
7.6
49.0
7.2

6.05
6.5
43.0
6,9

6.05
11.8
35.0
11.0

6.00
8.8
29.0
6.8

Bush Terminal

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

6.40
4.3
61.0
25.5

5,85
4.7
65.0
19.9

5.25
3.7
111.0
17.9

5,30
4.1
93.0
18.1

5,80
6.9
79.0
34.7

yield
fixed charges
debt-equity
operating ratio

«
**

-

o
«
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Investment Grade Bonds (cont,)

Bush Terminal

1958

1959

1960

yield
fixed charges
debt-equity
operating ratio

5.65
7.4
73.0
35.3

5.50
8.4
62.0
14.5

5.65
10.4
59.0
14.3

Miller Mfg.

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

6.40
5.9
44.0
7.4

6.15
5.8
40.0
6.1

6,70
6.0
37.0
7.1

7.25
6,9
33.0
7.0

yield
fixed charges
debt-equity
operating ratio

-

-

«

1961
e»

1962

1963

«o
«s>
o

I

Miller Mfg.

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

yield
fixed charges
debt-equity
operating ratio

7.70
1.1
13.0
0.8

7.00
10.1
14.0
9.3

6.60
15.2
15.0
12.6

6.70
3.0
17.0
2.5

6.70
7.2
14,0
5.8

6.55
9,7
13.0
7,6

Atlantic Co.

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

yield .
fixed charges
debt-equity
operating ratio

Atlantic Co.
yield
fixed charges
debt-equity
operating ratio

6.50
4.0
104.0
10.7

7.25
2.7
85.0
10.8

6.75
2.7
111.0
10.7

6,00
1.7
112.0
10.3

6.55
3.0
103.0
12.5

7.25
3.6
100.0
14.1

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

6.70
3.6
111.0
15.0

6.80
5,3
121.0
17.6

6.85
6.7
110.0
17.7

6.45
6.0
95.0
16.4

5.70
5.9
79.0
14,5

5.10
5.0
67.0
13.0
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The principal reason for the higher yield can be attributed
to size,

A small firm may be more vulnerable to cyclical influences

than its larger counterpart.

There are, of course,.other disadvan

tages to holding the bonds of small companies.
generally float small bond issues.

Small companies

These small bond issues may

lead to a thin market or at least a substantially reduced market.
In this case, some investment liquidity is relinquished by the
investor.

If the investor believes he is in a financial position

that can afford some illiquidity of this nature, then a investment
in good 11low-grade" bonds may be a worthwhile venture.

Unexplained Variation

In an attempt to isolate some of the unexplained variation,
several methods of analysis were employed.

One study of individual

companies plotting individual yields with individual fixed charges
and cash flow revealed some interesting associations.

It appears that

smaller companies correlated better with cash flow (earnings plus
depreciation) than with fixed charges.

If Aaa through A bonds are

examined, it becomes apparent that most companies represented by
these grades are very large in size.

Within this group of bonds,

cash flow and fixed charges move together.
is in excess of fixed charges,

Cash flow, of course,

This close movement of cash flow

with fixed charges is due in part because the fixed charges ratio
is quite high in comparison to depreciation charges related to interest
payments.

In this case of Aaa- A bonds, it could be said that cash
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flow is also considered, but its effect is not apparent.
re-statement of relationship.is necessary.

Hence, a

Cash flow may affect the

determination of yield more than fixed charges.

This is more apparent

with small firms than with large firms due to the fact that small changes
in magnitude create large percentage differences, and has a much greater
bearing on financial uncertainty.
Earnings, of course, are still of prime importance, but possibly
cash flow is more meaningful if evaluated properly.

Cash flow

represents the amount of cash on an accrual basis that is generated
by the appropriation of depreciation
earnings via sales.

through the income statement and

Much caution must be employed when using cash flow.

Depreciation can be a source by which interest payments can be paid.
is true only in the short-run (one or two years)»

This

The use of deprec

iation over the long-run would mean that allocated money for replacement
of plant and equipment would be used for interest payments.

Hence,

the earning capacity of the firm would be jeopardized because no
replacement or not enough replacement would be forthcoming.

This type

of employment of depreciation allocations can only be safely relied upon
if a cyclical or a growth situation exists so that in poor times
depreciation can be used to pay bond interest;;and in good times, earn
ings, in part, can be employed to replace plant and equipment.

Hence,

the use of cash flow instead of fixed charges might possibly increase
total correlation.
With volatile bond prices, the average of the high and low
prices is not very accurate.

If daily or weekly quotations were used,

I
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the yield to maturity would be improved.

Such an improvement might

be reflected in better correlation.
One of the possible reasons that the correlation in the 1935
through 1949 sample is less than correlation in the 1952 through 1963
sample3 is that investor attitudes is adverse to investment in rela
tively illiquid securities 0

Many of the companies in the 1935 through

1949 sample were forced to file bankruptcy a n d .were consequently
reorganized under Section 77B of the National Bankruptcy Act between
1932 and 1939*

Such business conditions naturally reduce investor

confidence in the firm's ability to successfully handle its obligations *
Hence9 investors tend to be wary of such firms after reorganization
even though operations are profitable*

Reorganization can easily be a

stigma attached to the financial reputation for ten years or more, and
bond prices will reflect this reputation*

Summary of Conclusions

1*

The independent variables (the debt-equity ratio and the

fixed charges ratio) have good and consistent multiple and simple cor
relation with the yield to maturity which denotes the degree of financial
uncertainty*
2*

The operating ratio, an independent variable, has reason- ’

able multiple and simple correlation with the yield to maturity*
3*

Size, an independent variable, has some simple and multiple

correlation with the yield to maturity*

Size, however, is a greater

determinant of financial uncertainty when comparing different companies
over time, rather than the individual growth of a particular company
over time*
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4„

Small companies are discounted for their size due to the

uncertainties inherent therein.

Such uncertainties include vulnerability

to the business cycle, lack of diversification, little liquidity, and
lack of prestige.

Also, small companies generally do not have a long

and successful corporate history which would comfort those investors
who believe that the past may greatly reflect the future.

The bond

investor, who is willing to accept the uncertainties of the small firm,
may find richly rewarding investment opportunities.

Recommendations for Further Study

1,
conjunction

Cash flow could be employed either instead of or in
with fixed charges, A study using

cash flow instead of

fixed charges, may produce higher correlation with the yield to
maturity variable.

As an alternative, cash flow could be used for

small companies, growth companies, and cyclical companies, while
fixed.charges could be used for large companies, stable companies,
and non=cyclical companies,
2,

A more accurate measure of yield to maturity could be

employed where possible.
in most cases.

This would involve daily or weekly averages

An annual high-low range would only be used when

absolutely necessary.
3,

Many small companies

because adequate

information was

were not included in the samples
not available from secondary sources.

An extensive study could be made of small companies if information
could be obtained from the Securities Exchange Commission, state cor
poration commissions, and the individual corporations.
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4«

To further enhance the correlation, a study using quarterly

data instead of annual data could be investigated.
probably be somewhat

Such a study would

restricted due to the lack of financial infor

mation from companies, especially smaller ones.

However, such a study

might explore the relationship of changes in financial uncertainty
to the yield to maturity.with more precision.

i

APPENDIX A

COMPARISON OP THE STEEL INDUSTRY TO THE DAIRY INDUSTRY60

In 1954, a recession year, total steel sales for the six
leading steel companies, which account for 68% of the industry’s total,
declined 18.5% from 1953.
as follows:

The results of the individual companies are

United States Steel Corporation, -15.8%;

Bethlehem

Steel Corporation, -20.0%; Republic Steel Company, -25.6%;
Steel Corporation, -23,6%;

.National

Jones & Laughlin Steel Company, -21.9%;

and Inland Steel Company, -14.1%,
In 1958, a recession year, total steel sales for these six firms
declined 21.7 % from 1957.
as follows:

The results of the individual companies was

United States Steel Corporation, -21,4%;

Corporation, -22,6%; Republic Steel Company, -26.8%;

Bethlehem Steel
National Steel

corporation, -15.9%; Jones & Laughlin Steel Company, -21,9%; and
Inland Steel Company, -14.1%.
In 1954, a recession year, five selected national dairy
companies with total sales of $2.7 billion scored a sales increase
over 1953 of 4.6%.
follows:

The results of the individual companies are as

National Dairy Products, -1.0%;

Borden Company, -2,0%; Fore-'

most Dairies, 111«,1%; Beatrice Foods Company, 4,5%; and Arden Farms
Corporation, 7.7%,

60%

Moody’s Industrial Manual, op. cit., 1955 and 1959.
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In 1958, a recession year, the same five national dairy
companies had total sales of $3.5 billion and netted a sales increase
of 4.4% over 1957 sales.
follows:

The individual corporate results are as

National Dairy Products, 8.1%; Borden Company,

-1,7%;

Foremost Dairies, 0.1%; Beatrice Foods Company, 8.9%; and Arden
Farms Corporation, 6,9%.

APPENDIX B

MOODY'S BOND RATINGS6 1

Aaa
Bonds which are rated Aaa are judged to be of the best
quality.

They carry the smallest degree of investment risk and are

generally referred to as "gilt edge,"

Interest payments are

protected by a large or by an exceptionally stable margin and
principal is secure.
likely to change,

While the various protective elements are

such changes as can be visualized are most

unlikely to impair the fundamentally strong positions of such
issues,

Aa
Bonds which are rated Aa are judged to be of high quality
by all standards.

Together with the Aaa group, they comprise
1

what are generally known as high-grade bonds.

They are rated lower

than the best bonds because margins of protection may not be as
large as in Aaa securities or fluctuation of protective elements
may be of greater amplitude or there may be other elements present
which make the long-term risks appear somewhat larger than in Aaa
securities,

61,

Moody's Industrial Manual, o p , cit,, 1963, p. vi.

81A
Bonds which are rated A possess many favorable investment
attributes and are to be considered as higher medium grade obligationsa
Factors giving security to principal and interest are considered
adequate but elements may be present which suggest a susceptibility
to impairment sometime in the future.

Baa
Bonds which are rated Baa are considered as lower medium
grade obligations, i.e., they are neither highly protected nor
poorly secured.

Interest payments and principal security appear

adequate for the present, but certain protective elements may be
lacking or may be characteristically unreliable over any great
length of time.

Such bonds lack outstanding investment character

istics and in fact have speculative characteristics as well,

Ba
Bonds which are rated Ba are judged to have speculative
elements; their future cannot be considered as well assured.

Often

the protection of interest and principal payments may be very mod
erate and thereby not well safeguarded during both good and bad times,
over the future.
class.

Uncertainty of position characterizes bonds in this
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B

Bonds which are rated B generally lack characteristics of the
desirable investment0

Assurance of interest and principal payments

or of maintenance of other terms of the contract over any long
period of time may be small0

Caa
Bonds which are rated Caa are of poor standing.

Such issues

may be in default or there may be present elements of danger with
respect to principal or interest,

Ca
Bonds which are rated Ca represent obligations which are
speculative in a high degree.

Such issues are often in default or

have other marked shortcomings,
(
C

Bonds which are rated C are the lowest rated class of bonds,
and issues so rated can be regarded as having extremely poor prospects
of ever attaining any real investment standings.
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July 10, 196k

Mra Tamblyn LeFebure
3^33 E» Bermuda
Tucson, Arizona

.

Dear Mr. LeFebure:
The •writer has been asked to reply to your recent
letter inquiring as to Moody’s Bond Rating System and requesting,
particularly, the criterion which we apply to,the rating of in
dustrial bonds, from Aaa rated issues, down to those rated C.
In"effect you are asking what makes a"Moody rating,
a question that has been put to us many times. And, as always, -we have had to explain that there is no formula or set of mechan
istic standards or statistical measurements which by themselves govern in establishing the ratings assigned by Moody’s to the var
ious types of ratable debt obligations which are outstanding in
the hands of the public.
Actually, our ratings are the consensus"of Committee
opinion. They materialize only after intensive analysis of every
conceivable factor pertinent to'a given issue by our full Rating
Committee, which always includes the specific industry specialist,
as well as Moody’s bond and money market specialists.
. . .
As developed over the many years"since 1 9 0 9 when
Mr. John Moody originated the Bond Rating System, Moody’s ratings
tend to evaluate a debt Issue from the standpoint of an issuer’s
ability to meet all teinns of the bond contract over the full life
of its bonds. The less risk a bond has in this respect the higher
it is rated. It is as simple as that.
Generally speaking, the significant rating factors
will come to light after.sampling many balance sheet ratios and
from study of a company’s earnings performance over an extended
historical period. Such data, related to industry experience, will
tend to "bring out the"earnings cyclicality or stability of a busi
ness, as well as the stature of a specific company relative to
others engaged1in comparable or somewhat the same activities. In
• such analysis, weight should be given to differences in "accounting
policies of companies and to any other features which are peculiar
to an industry or to a company, where such special features exist.
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By way of further elaboration, ratings have to take
into account measurements from "the balance sheet, such as debt to
current assets, debt to net assets, debt to gross and net property
account and to investments, also, to receivables and inventories,
etc„ In the income account analysis has to be made, as we said
before, of the historical past, if necessary through a recessionary
business phase. This is important as ratings must necessarily at
tempt to gauge a company's worst earnings performance over the life
of its bonds. In the earnings analysis, much will be gleaned from
such ratios as sales to property account, percent earned on net ~
worth, percent earned on total assets and from profit margins re
corded relative to others, We examine, also, the generation of funds relative to debt, the extent to which property has been de
preciated, whether a "company has off-balance sheet debt in the form
of rental obligations on manufacturing or other"properties vital—
to conduct of its business. But even after these data are assem
bled, one might find non-statistical factors equally important in
arriving at a rating judgment.
These non-statistical factors may show up in study
of the financial practices and policies of a particular company
or managment group, also in the way of intangibles in the balance
sheet in the form of write-up of stocks of acquired companies, and
in value of patents and goodwill, etc. And, last but by no means least, indenture covenants oftentimes will have considerable bear
ing on a rating judgment. In other words, ratings could be influenced
by indenture covenants limiting additional debt, subsidiary borrow
ing or issuance of equity securities, by prohibition of sales and
lease-back transactions involving existing plants and properties,
by debt subordination, etc.
In closing, may we say that we have elaborated to
the foregoing extent not to confuse or confound you, but es
sentially to bring out the point that a great many factors, tangible
as well as intangible, necessarily enter into a bond rating judg
ment, And probably more than anything, rating judgments derive
most respect when they represent the consensus opinion of individ
uals who have accumulated long experience in this responsibility.
Very truly yours,
Moody's Investors Service, Inc,

C

Albert 0, Esokait
Bond Specialist
ACE:fz
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APPENDIX D

1952-1963 SAMPLE

Corporate Name

Industry

Years Included

Atlantic Company

retail trade

1952-1963

Indiana Limestone Co0

limestone

1952-1963

Lehigh Valley Coal C o 0

coal

1952-1962

South Coast Corps/.

sugar

1952-1963

Glen-Gery Shale Brick Co.

buildings material

1952-1961

Merchants Refrigerating Co.

food storage

1952-1960

Standard-Thomson Corp.

machinery

1952-1957

A. P. W. Products Co.

paper

1952-1956

Macfadden Publications, Inc.

publishing

1952-1957

Superior Portland Cement, Inc.

cement

1952-1956

Peabody Coal Co.

coal

1952-1955

Republic Corp.

movies

1952-1955

Hudson Coal Co.

coal

1952

Cooper Tire & Rubber Co.

rubber & tires

1952-1954

Alan Wood Steel Co.

steel & iron

1952-1953

Manchester Terminal Corp.

cotton

1952-1953

Gilchrist Co.

retail trade

1952-1954

A. G. Spalding Bros., Inc.

retail trade

1952-1954

Pittsburg Consolidation Coal Co.

coal

1952

A. C. F.-Brill Motors Co.

automotive

1952

Corporate Name

Industry

Years Included

Bush Terminal Building C o 0

real estate

1953-1960

Glenmore Distilleries C o 0

liquor

1953-1955

Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp,

electrical equipment

1953-1957

Ludman Corporation

building material

1954

Miller Manufacturing Co.

machinery

1954-1963

Fruehauf Trailer Co.

automotive

1955-1963

Minute Maid Corpt

food

1955-1957

Armour & Co.

meat packing

1955-1963

American Steel & Pump Corp.

machinery

1955-1963

Foremost Dairies, Inc.

food

1955-1963

Crampton Manufacturing Co.

machinery

1956-1963

Brown Co.

paper

1956-1963

J. I. Case Co.

farm equipment

1957-1963

General Tire & Rubber Co.

rubber & tires

1957-1963

Coastal States Gas Producing Co.

natural gas equipment 1958-1963

Dunham-Bush, Inc.

building material

1958-1963

Curtis Publishing Co.

publishing

1958-1963

Georgia-Pacific Corp.

lumber & plywood

1958-1963

Kerr-McGee Oil Industries, Inc.

petroleum

1961-1963

Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.

aircraft

1961-1963

A. M. Byers Co.

building material

1962-1963

Sperry Rand Corporation

business machines

1963

L

1 9 3 5-1949 SAMPLE

Corporate Name

Industry

Lehigh Valley poal Co,

coal

Hudson Coal Co,

coal

1935-1949.

Bush Terminal Buildings Co,

real estate

1935-19.49

Robert Gair Co,

paper

1935-1943

lumber & paper

1935-1945

Virginia Coal & Iron Co,

coal

1935-1937

Purity Bakeries Corp,

food

1935-1937

Lukeris Steel Co,

steel & iron

1935-19.39

Peabody Goal Co,

coal

1935-1938

United Drug, Inc,

retail trade

1935-1937

Atlantic Gulf & West Indies
Steamship Lines

marine equipment

1935-1937

New York Dock Co,

real estate

1935-1937

Hatfield-Campbell Creek Coal Co,

coal

1935-1937

North American Cement Corp,

cement

1935-1937

Pittsburg Steel Co,

steel & iron

1935-1937

Pittsburg Coal Co,

coal

1935-1937

Certain-teed Products Corp,

building material

1935-1937

W, Fa Hall Printing Co,

printing

1935-1937

Marion Steam Shovel Co,

machinery

1935-1937

Taylor-Wharton Iron & Steel Co,

steel & iron

1939-1943

Francisco Sugar Co,

sugar

1938-1945.

California Consumers Corp,

cold storage

1938-1945

International Paper Co,

.

Years Included

\

1935-1937 &
1939-1949

88
Corporate Name

Industry

Years Included

Walworth Go,

machinery

1938-1941

Burns Brothers, Inc,

retail trade

1938-1949

Colorado Fuel & Iron Co,

steel & iron

1938-1943

Manatx Sugar Co,

sugar

1938-1943

Georgia Marble Co,

marble quarries

1938-1939

Southern New England Ice Co,

retail trade

1938-1944

Monon Coal Co,

coal

1941-1943

Brown Co,

paper

1938-1943

Eastern Gas & Fuel Associates

coal & gas

1938-1943

Duquesne Brewing Do*

liquor

1938-1940

.coal

1938-1941

De Bardeleben Coal Corp.

coal

1938-1946

Manchester Terminal Corp,

cotton

1938-1949

American Writing Paper Corp.

paper

1938-1946

Harborside Warehouse Co.

warehousing

1940-1945

Metropolitan Ice Co,

retail trade

1940-1944

St, Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific Co.

coal

1942-1945

Rockland=Rockport Lime Co,

lime

1942-1945

Hudson River Day Line

steamship

1944-1946

Merchants Refrigerating Co,

food storage

1944-1949

Macfadden Publications, Inc.

publishing

1944-1949

American Machine & Metals, Inc.

machinery

1945-1949

New England Box Co.

rnfg. wooden
containers

South Coast Corp,

sugar

Glen Alden Coal Corp.

,

1944-1949

1944-1949

89
Corporate name

Industry

Years Included

Federal Machine & Welder Co,

machinery

1947-1948

Rand1s

retail trade

1944-1947

Walt Disney Productions

movies

1946-1949

A 0 Go Spalding Brothers, Inc0

retail trade

1949

A 0 Co Fo-Brill Motors Co*

automotive

1946-1949

Atlantic Corporation

cold storage &
retail trade

1946-1949

Indiana Limestone Co«

limestone

1946-1949

Hanson-Van Winkle-Munning Co.

electronics

1947-1949

National Vulcanized Fibre Co*

mfg. vulcanized fibre 1946-1949

Universal Pictures Co.

movies

1947-1949

Atlantic Ice Manufacturing Co.

ice mfg* & cold
storage

1946-1949

Republic Corp.

movies

1946-1949

A. P. Wo Products Co.

paper

1948-1949

APPENDIX E

STATISTICAL VALIDITY TESTS

The arithmetic mean, designated as "mean," and the standard
deviation are presented in the same manner as the data processing
computer produced them.

Therefore, the decimal points have been

ignored because the data processing cards were punched with the
decimal points ommittede

For an example, the Stratified Simple

Correlation for 1935-1949, with the grouping $0,1 to 2,5 million,
on page 91 will be used.

Mean

Standard Deviation

2,25964
15,250
1.8964
1943,357
0.71607
1,4714

2.16871
5,992
1,5063
2,665
0,89392
0.5700

Independent Variable
debt-equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges
year
operating ratio
size

The difference between placement of and non-placement of
decimal points would be reflected in the standard error of the
estimate.

This measurement is accurate if no decimal places are

introduced.

With the introduction of decimal points, the standard

error of the estimate would appear to be overstated by ten to twenty
percent.

To further illustrate this occurrence, the following could

be true for one observation:
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Independent Variable

debt-equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges
year
size (millions)
operating ratio
Total

Actual Value

2,000
15,000
4,200
1960,000
30,000
0,86
2001,286

Computer Value

200,0
15,0
42,0
1960,0
30,0
86,0
2333,0

TABLE 7

Simple Correlation 1935-1949 Sample

Independent Variable
debt-equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges
year
size
operating ratio

Mean

Standard D

160039
17655
36052
1942000
311561
85779

193372
6657
59702
4324
512578
110940

TABLE 8

Simple Correlation 1952=1964 Sample
Independent Variable
debt=equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges
year
size
operating ratio

Mean

!
Standard Deviation

86121
17904
67092
1957500
858063
81063

114007
5924
78313
3450
1367005
94665

TABLE %

Multiple Correlation for Total Sample

1935-1949 Sample
1952=1963 Sample

D.F*

SeE.Est,

F-test

C

323
235

250.7087
130.4677

5.84
7.98

.i

62. D,F6=degrees of freedom, S 0E.Est0=standard error of the
estimate, F-test=F~test ratio, and C d „=confidence interval*

TABLE 10
Stratified Simple Correlation 1935-1949 Sample

$00,1 to 2,5 million
Independent Variable
debt-equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges
year
operating ratio
size

Mean
225964
15250
18964
1943357
71607
14714

Standard Deviation
216871
5992
15063
26665
89392
05700

$02,6 to 5,0 million
debt-equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges
year
operating ratio
size

361618
14147
40941
1943588'
84147
37353

281455
2545
86496
3715
91808
05572

$05,1 to 10,0 million
debt-equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges
year
operating ratio
size

177522
16700
54900
1943078
91478
81900

223678
4932
64306
3962
108472
13078

$10,1 to 20,0 million
debt-equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges
year
operating ratio
size

78841
18942
29043
1942246
110174
15100

56352
. 7393
61147
4626
131800
29843

1935-1949 Sample <Cont„)

§20.1 to 40.0 million
debt-equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges
year
operating ratio
size

114205
22023
19909
.1939318
84273
288568

116748
9365
51030
4405
146869
62315

$40.1 to 80.0 million
debt-equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges
year
operating ratio
size

162135
17243
26811
1941811
46784
522514

129547
5587
39327
4658
61463
98996

$80.1 to 160.0 million
debt-equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges
year
operating ratio
size

85636
22091
18364
1937455
29727
1236545

51530
5564
24103
1924
50887
199951

$160.1 to 320.0 million
debt-equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges
year
operating ratio
size

47529
15176
56412
1940176
108235
2218294

.

13469
2749
47087
2793
39949
267274

TABLE 11

Stratified Simple correlation 1952~1963 Sample

$ 0 0 o 1

1 0 o 0

million

Mean

Independent Variable

Standard Deviation

123800
16150
73100
1956283
90283
72033

debt-equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges
year
operating ratio
size

$ 1 0 . 1

debt^equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges
year
operating ratio
size

to

to

2 0 o 0

193611
6465
97183
3421
111986
20923

million

75116
18928
61551
1956957
97797
135101

71408
6821
57892
3066
92980
28304

$20ol to 40,0 million
debt-equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges
year
operating ratio
size

57370
18370
88370
1956704
111444
24511

34788
5273
78191
3795
85538
47564

$40o1 to 80o0 million
debt-equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges
year
operating ratio
size

86350
15300
73300
1956750
60500
562000

100536
2830
72454
3464
67655
120211

1952-1963 Sample (Cont.)

$80.1 to 160,0 million
debt-equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges
year
operating ratio
size

87000
20833
44111
1959722
51333
1341389

78894
4573
56914
2550
97063
190487

$160.1 to 320.0 million
debt-equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges
year
operating ratio
size

,

64269
16577
65538
1959308
51385
2253077

36398
3015
107092
2720
88152
352794

$320.1 to 640.0 million
debt-equity ratio
maturity
fixed charges
year
operating ratio
size

76947
20789
57316
1960368
40632
4341895

19573
4719
30253
2408
28555
622312

9.7
TABLE 12

Stratified Multiple Correlation 1935-1949 Sample

Strata Grouping
0,1
2,6
5.1
10.1
20.1
40.1
80,1
160.1

to
2,5
to
5.0
to 10.0
to 20,0.
to 40,0
to 80,0
to 160,0
to 320,0

D.F,

S,E.Est,

E-test

C.l

23
31
85
65
41
34
18
13

210,1129
185.7147
184.8862
195.1481
198.2455
242.6182
107.6470
56.5693

6.13
24.57
5.62
5.75
6.20
5.65
6.23
5.28

.05
.01
.02
.02
.02
.05
.01
.05

TABLE 13

Stratified Multiple Correlation 1952-1963 Sample

Strata Grouping
0.1
10.1
20.1
40.1
80.1
160.1
320.1

to 10.0
to 20.0
to 40.0
to 80.0
to 160.0
to 320.0
to 640.0

57
65
26
17
14
22
15

200.0187
68,7230
102.8634
90.4233
47.1513
62.5176
25.7568

4.00
9.79
6.73
7.50
5.38
6.13
29.72

,05
.01
.02
.02
.05
.05
.01
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